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Fujita considered the following initial value problem [F]: 
(F) = Au + uP (x, <) 6 X (0, T) 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 X E 
(A denotes the iV-dimensional Laplace operator) 
u o ( x )  is a bounded nonnegative continuous function, ito(x) ^ 0 where p > 1 and 
T < oo (the length of the existence interval). 
He proved the following result concerning nonnegative solutions: 
(a) I f l < p < l  +  - ^ ,  t h e n  a l l  n o n n e g a t i v e  s o l u t i o n s  b l o w  w p  i n  f i n i t e  t i m e  w i t h  
any nontrivial initial values. 
(b) If p > 1 + then global, nontrivial nonnegative solutions exist with suffi­
ciently small initial values. 
The case p = 1 + ^ belongs to case (a) but this was proved later. The num­
ber p = 1 + is called the critical blow up exponent. Case (a) is called the 
global nonexistence case (the blow up case), wlaile case (b) is called the global 
existence case (T = oo). Whenever case (a) happens in a single equation of the 
initial value problem, there exists a finite number T (0 < T < oo) such that 
lim sup I sup u(x,t) I = oo. 
Vx6!R^ 7 
There are several ways to extend Fujita's result: could be replaced by other 
domains such as the exterior of a bounded domain [BLl] [BL2] or by a domain with 
the property that both it and its complement axe unbounded; the Laplace operator 
could be replaced by a general nonlinear dissipative operator such as the mean 
curvature operator [L3] [NSl] [NS2] [PeS] [PuS], the generalized mean curvature 
operator [Gl] [LLM] or the porous medium operator [G2]; the form of the nonlinear 
term (often called the reaction term) could be changed, for example replacing by 
\yi\'^t^u^ [B] [BLl] [Ml]; initial value problems for which the evolution equation is no 
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longer parabolic could be examined, for example, a nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
[Gl] [GV] [W] or a nonlinear wave equation [G2] [G3] [J] [Scl] [Sc2] [Si]. 
Another possibility of extending Fujita's result is to investigate a system of Fujita-
type reaction-diffusion equations, and this is the direction we take. There are two 
kinds of systems—a weakly coupled system and a strongly coupled system. If the 
system is coupled only in nondifferentiated terms, then the system is said to be 
weakly coupled. If a system is coupled not only in the nondifferentiated terms but 
also in the differentiated terms, then the system is said to be strongly coupled [PW]. 
Several authors have considered various special cases of the following weakly 
coupled system [EH][L][EL] 
We always assume that /, g are real valued continuous functions for u > 0, v > 0 
and for u > 0, u > 0. Some of their results are described below. 
M. Escobedo and M. A. Herrero [EH] studied the initial value problem for the 
system (S(R^)): 
{ZltZZ (x,<)eR''x(o,r) 
u(x,0) = uo(x)>0 ^ 
t;(x,0) = t;o(x) > 0 
P i  > 0  ,  P 2  >  0 .  
Their interest was in nonnegative solutions which, for fixed t, decay at infinity. 
They proved the following result. 
Theorem (S(R^)). 
Let uq, vq be bounded and continuous. 
1. Suppose pip2 > 1 
(a) If max(a, /?) > y where a = ^ no nonnegative 
global solution exists for any non-trivial initial data. 
( b )  I f  m a x ( a ,  1 3 )  <  y ,  t h e n  b o t h  n o n t r i v i a l  g l o b a l  s o l u t i o n s  a n d  n o n g l o b a l  
solutions exist. 
2. Suppose P1P2 < 1. 
All nonnegative solutions are global. 
H. A. Levine [Ll] studied nonnegative solutions of the initial boundary value 
problem for the system (5(D)): 
(S(D)) (M)epx(0.r) 
u  =  V  =  0  ( x , t )  G  d D  X (0, T )  
ii(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 xe D 
u o , v o e L ^ i D ) n C o ( D )  
Pi,P2 > 1 with P1P2 > 1 
where D is a cone or the exterior of a bounded domain. 
A cone with vertex at the origin is a set of the form 
{x G I |x| = r, X = (r, 0), 0 € C S^-'} 
where is a region on the unit sphere = {x G | |x| = 1}. Then D is a 
cone with vertex at the origin if and only if we can write D = (0, 00)  x fZ. 
Let dCt, the boundary of 0, be smooth enough to allow us to integrate by parts 
on Cl and let Ag denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Q. Let denote the 
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first Dirichlet eigenvalue and eigenf unction, respectively, for the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on C that is 
A g t p i  +  u j i x p i  =  0  in 0 
ipi =0 in do,. 
Assume > 0 in and f  t p i d S e  = 1. Let 7+(u;i) denote the positive root of 
n 
7(7 + N — 2) = ui and let 
_ f 7+(^i) if Z) is a cone. 
\ 0 if D'^ is bounded. 
Theorem S(D). 
(a) I f  m a x { a , / 3 )  >  ^ ( N  + 7)  with strict inequality when 7 = 0, then no non-
negative global solution exists for any nontrivial initial data. 
(b) I f m a x ( a , / 3 )  <  ^(7V-j-7), then both nontrivial global solutions and nonglobal 
solutions exist. 
Recently, M. Escobedo and H. A. Levine [EH] studied nonnegative solutions of 
t h e  i n i t i a l  b o u n d a r y  v a l u e  p r o b l e m  f o r  t h e  s y s t e m  (Se l ) '  
f  U f  =  A u  +  u P i y ' i  
{„, = A.+ (==.') eBx(o.r) 
u = V = 0 on dD X (0, T) 
(if D  =  R ^ ,  u ,  V  vanish at infinity) 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
w(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
1^0,^0 ei°°(D)nCo(D) 
P u P 2 , q i , q 2  >  0 
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where D = or D is a cone with vertex at the origin. 
They obtained global existence—global nonexistence theorems for the system 
{^El) analogous to the classical result of Fujita for the initial value problem for 
Ut = Au + uP, u{x, 0) = •uo(x) > 0. 
Irrour research, we propose a more general case of the initial value problem of a 
weakly coupled system: 
U t  =  L i u  +  f { u , v , t )  
v t  =  L 2 V  +  g ( u , v , t )  (x,t) eR^ X (0,T) 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 ^ 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
uo,%;o 
where the Li, L2 are uniformly elliptic second order differential operators with 
uniformly bounded coefficients. Particularly, we are interested in the forms of /, g, 
such that 
where -Si > 0 , S2 > 0, and pi,p2 > 1 with pjp2 > 1. 
In Chapter II, we study the system (Sg); 
I ™ I.';;"',*.»' -I".'! 
where 0 < ^ < 1 and pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1. 
In Chapter III, we study the system (Sz,): 
{ 
where p\^p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1 and 
âf? L I U =  F 2  âf? ('^'i(x)lg-) I :J=1 ' 
•^2"= E 
i,; = l ^ / 
with the following assumptions: 
(i) the coefficients Oij, bij are sufficiently smooth {aij,bij E 
(ii) dij = djj 
b i j  —  b j i  
(iii) there exists a constant u > 1 such that 
'"y x,(eR^. 
».>=i 
In Chapter IV, we study the system (St): 
and the system (S^J 
where 61,62 > 0 and Pi,/)2 > 1 with pip2 > 1. 
In Chapter V, we study the system (Sjtf): 
where 1 < < TV, min(&,^) < jV, and p\^p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1. 
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2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE — GLOBAL 
NONEXISTENCE OF SYSTEM (Sg) 
2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we consider nonnegative solutions of the initial value problem for 
the system (Sg): 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 ^ 
v(x, 0) = fo(x) > 0 
where S  >  0  ,  p i , p 2  >  1  with pip2 > 1 and T < oo (the length of the existence 
interval). 
A scaling argument convinces us that we may always have 0 < ^ < 1. In order 
to describe the various results for this system, we set 
Pi + 1 a = 
0 = 
P1P2 - 1 
P2 + 1 
P1P2 - 1 
When (5 = 1, Escobedo and Herrero [EH] showed that if 
N 
max(a,/5) > —, 
then every nontrivial, nonnegative solution of the system (Sg) is nonglobal, while if 
max(a,^) < y 
there are both global and nonglobal nontrivial, nonnegative solutions of the system 
(Sg). 
We extend these results to the cases where 6^1. 
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Theorem 2.1. 
(a) If S = 0, then u = v = 0 is the only global solution of the system. 
(b) If 0 < ^ < 1, nonglobal nonnegative solutions always exist for suitable initial 
vaiues. 
(c) I f O < 8 < l  a n d  max(a,/3) > y, then the conclusion (a) holds. 
(d) I f O < 6 < l ,  N > 2  a n d  m a x { a , / 3 )  <  t h e n  g l o b a l ,  n o n t r i v i a l  
nonnegative solutions exist which belong to L°° x [0, oo)) and satisfy 
0 < u(x, i) < C|x|~^°' and 0 < v{x,t) < for large |x| for all t > 0 
where C depends only upon the initial data. 
(e) I f O  <  S  <  1 ,  m a x ( a ,  ^ )  <  y and N = 1,2 or N > 2 andmax(pi,p2) < 
then global, nontrivial nonnegative solutions exist which, after making the 
standard "hot spot" change of variables, decay like 
every e > 0, in the fractional power space , 6 E (1, l). 
(f) If 0 < 6 < 1 and max(cv,/3) < y, then there are global nontrivial nonnega­
tive solutions which satisfy, in the "hot spot" variables, 
where 0 < s = g((7o, Vb) < y — max(a, /?). 
Remark 2.1. 
If D C is a cone in with vertex at the origin, then part (c) of Theorem 2.1 
holds except in the critical case if we replace iV/2 by 
A _ ^ +7+Wi) 
' ~ 2 
where 7+(t<^i) is the positive root of 7(7 N — 2) = u\ and is the first Dirichlet 
eigenvalue of the Laplace- Belt rami operator (—Ag) on Çl. 
Remark 2.2. 
If the domains are exterior domains, then parts (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 2.1 hold 
in these domains with the exception of the critical case. The critical case remains 
open for exterior domains when 0 < ^ < 1. 
2.2. Local Existence 
The solutions of the initial value problem of the system (Sg) can be represented 




u ( x , t )  =  S s ( t ) u o ( x )  +  J  Ssit - r])vP'^(-x.,T])dTj 
0 
t 
v { x , t )  =  S i { t ) v o { x )  +  J  S i { t  -  r j ) u P ^ ( x , T j ) d T )  
0 
( i n a t )  ^ / e ' 4=1 ' w ( ^ ) d ^  if a > 0 
(2.2) &(()w(x) = { 
w { x )  if a = 0 
for any measurable function w. 
It follows from equations (2.1) and the autonomous nature of the system that we 
may always assume, by shifting the time axis, that both uq and vq are nontrivial if 
{u,v) is a nontrivial, nonnegative solution of the system. 
Theorem 2.2. (Local Existence Theorem) 
For Uo,vq € there exists T = T(uo,vo) such that the system (Sg) will 
have a local solution in L°° x [0,T]) 0 L°° x [0,T]) where 0 < 6 < 1. 
Proof. We follow [EH]. For the integral system (2.1) we define an operator ^ such 
as 
Q M _  S s { t )  uo(x) \ f  / S s { t  -  7 ] )  v P ^  (x, 7?) \ , 
W " I ^i(0%;o(x) + y I S'i(( - 77)uP'(x,T;) y 
0 
Obviously, the fixed point of ^ is the unique solution of the integral system (2.1). 
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For arbitrary T > 0, we define a set Eq- such that 
Er s [0 ,T]  £~(R«)® L~(R")i  | | | (« ,«) | | |  <  00} 
where 
lll(u,t;)||| = sup {imOlloo + ||y(Olloo}-
te[o,r] 
Then Et is a Banach space and Pq- = {(u,v) G E-j-'- w > 0, v > 0} is a closed 
subset of Et . 
Let Br  = {(u,i;) G E r -  |||(u, u)||| < i2}. For ( u , v ) , ( ù , v )  g Br  D  P r  and 
U o  =  Û o ,  V o  = Ùo, 
$ = f  (  (*' 77X' (x, r j )  \ 
- v ) i v P ' ( x , 7 ] )  - v P ^ ( x , r i ) )  
r ) ) { u P ^ { x , 7 ] )  -  û P ^ { x , r ) ) )  drf 
= sup 
t6[0,T] 
Ssit - T]) - vP'{T]))dr] 
+  II J  S i { t - r ] ) ( u P ^ ( T i ) - ù P ' ' { r ] ) ) d 7 ]  
0 
< sup {  \ \ S s { t - T ] ) ( v P ' { r j ) - v P ' ( r i ) ) \ \ o o d r ]  
<e[o,T] 
+  J  \ \ S i i - t - r ] ) { u ' ' ^ { r i ) - ù P ' ' { T ] ) ) \ \ o o d r ]  
Next we use the fact: 
\\Ssit - T7)w(T?)||oo < lk('/)lloo S e [0,1] 
11 
for any measurable function w. Hence 
$ 0-0 
t  
< sup < 
<6[o,r] 
< sup < 
<e[o,r] 
J + J -  ù^Hv)\\oodT] 
> 0 0 
'  t  
J Pi max(||u(7/)||oo, i|f('7)||oo)'""^ ||i^(??) - v{ri)\\oodr] 
. 0 
+ JP2 max (||u(T?)||oo, ||û(T?)||ooy ' \\u{r)) - û{T])\\oodr) 
0 
< sup \piRF^~^ f 11^(77) -  0(r;)||ooC?r? 
te[o,T] J 
t  
+ J 1|M(^) -  û(ri)\\ocdrj 
0 
< max 
sup I f  (||t;(r7) - {5(?7)||oo + \\u(r]) -  «(/7)|lcx.) drj 
«€[o,r] I J 
<max(pii2^' T|||(u - ù,u - 5)111. 
We have 
- * ( Y ) | | | <  C ( p t , i n , R ) T \ \ \ ( u , v )  -
for some constant C{pi,p2,R) >0. If T is small enough such that 0 < C{pi,p2,R) 
•T < 1, then ^ is a contraction mapping. 
So there is a unique solution (u, u) as a fixed point of ^ in Br fl Pt such that 
u\ i u 
G Br n P7-. 
Hence u > 0, u > 0, ||u(Olloo < -R, Il'f^(0ll<x3 < for 0 < t < T. Therefore, 
{u,v) e L°° {R^ X [0, T]) 01°° (R^ X [0, T]). • 
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By repeating the results of Theorem 2.2, we can determine T such that 
T = T(uo,uo) = sup {T > 0; (u, v) 6 (R^ x [0, T]) © (R^ x [0,T]) 
(u, v) is a solution of the initial value problem for 
the system (Sg) with the initial data (UO,VQ)} . 
If r = GO, the solutions are said to be global. If T < oo, the solutions are said 
to be nonglobal or blow up in finite time. 
In the nonglobal case, 
(u, u) G (R^ X [0, T)) @ (R^ X [0, T)), 
satisfying 
lim sup ||u(t)||oo = oo or lim sup ||u( < ) | | o o  = oo, 
t—•T" 
since otherwise solutions could be extended beyond T. 
2.3. Global Nonexistence 
There is literature on global nonexistence [FLU], [LI]. 
We define, for x G with |x| = r and all k > 0, 
4 { r )  s  C { k ) e - ' " ' ,  
where 
C { k )  =  
(the constant c { N )  does not depend on k )  and 
J (6(|x|)(fx = 1. 
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Then 
(A + \)<j> = <^rr + -<^r + 
r 
=  ( ( 4 & ^ r ^  -  2 k N )  +  \ ) ( j >  
>  { X - 2 k N ) ( f >  >  0 
provided that 
A > 2 k N .  
Next we define 
f N'T) = J W(XX)'^(|X|)(FX 
I 
I G(() = / u(x,<)^(|x|) (fx. 
I 
If F { t )  blows up in finite time, we can conclude that u  blows up in finite time. 
In the same way, if G{t) blows up in finite time, we can conclude that v blows up 
in finite time. 
As long as the nonnegative solutions u, v of the system (Sg) exist in for 
A > 2 k N ,  by applying Jensen's inequality to the system (Sg), we obtain 
r  F ' { t )  >  - S \ F { t )  +  G P ' ( t )  
I G ' ( t ) > - X G i t )  +  F P ^ i t )  
F ( 0 )  =  f  u ( x , 0 ) < ^ ( l x l ) d x  
IRJV 
G ( 0 )  =  J  v ( x , 0 ) ( f > ( \ x \ ) d x .  
The arguments below follow [LI] in great measure. 
Lemma 2.3. 
Let A be positive real and 0 < S < 1. Let F, G, f, g be nonnegative functions 
14 
which are defined and which satisfy, on the interval [0, T), 
I G'(<)> -AG(*) + FP:(<) 
^ U'w = -A9(<)+r'(<) 
with F(0) > /(O), (7(0) > g(0). Then F{t) > f(t) and G{i) > g{t) on [0,T). 
Proof, (by contradiction) 
Suppose there exists a to such that 
<oe(o,r) 
F { t o )  -  f i U )  or G(<o) = g i t o )  
{ t 6 [0,^o). 
(-) {:: 
F(<) > /(<) 
G ( ( )  >  g ( t )  
Combining (2.3) with (2.4), we have on [0,T) 
F'(<) - /'(<) > -fA(F(<) - /(()) + - /!(<) 
'(() - y(0 > -A ((;(() - (7(()) + ff'(() - /':((). 
(2.5) is equivalent to 
(r(<) - /(()))' > (G"(() - g':(()) 
(e^' (G(t) - g { t ) ) ) '  >  e" ( F " ( t )  -  / « ( ( ) ) .  
Since F { t )  >  f ( t )  and G ( t )  >  g { t )  on [0,(o), we have 
e"'" (F(io) - /((»)) > r(0) - /(O) > 0 
(G(<o) — g(^o)) > G(0) — g(0) > 0. 
Hence F ( t o )  >  /(<o) and G ( t o )  >  g ( t o ) -  This is a contradiction to our assumption. 
Thus we have F{t) > f(t) and G(t) > g(t) on [0, T). • 
We prove the claim for (a), (b) and (c), except the critical case of Theorem 2.1, 
by the following lemma. 
{ 
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Lemma 2.4. I f  6  =  0  o r  S  £  ( 0 , 1] and max(a, /3) > y, then all nontrivial solutions 
of (Sfi) are nonglobal. If6 E (0,1], for any pi,p2 > 1 with p\p2 > 1, there are always 
nonglobal solutions for some initial values. 
Proof. We begin with the case <5 = 0. 
(2.4) becomes 
r/'(()=!/'"(<) 
I g'it) = 
Prom the inspection of the first quadrant of the phase plane for this system, there 
exists a to > 0 such that g'{t) > 0 for t E [<o, T). So 
— >0 on [to, T) 
on[to,r). 
Since pip2 — 1 > 0, by taking fo sufficiently large, we may also assume that 
^-(i+p2)/p2p(pip2-i)/p2^^^ > 1 on [to,T). A routine calculation shows us that 
= P 2 > ^ ^ g { t )  
> p 2 > ^ ^ g { t )  on[<o,r). 
Thus 
g"{t) + \g'{t) -  p2\'^g{t) > Q on [4,^). 
Let ri be the negative root and r2 be the positive root of x"^ + Xx — = 0. 
By standard comparison arguments, 
1 g(ri-r2)(t-to) 
e °  g { t )  ^  { g ' i ' t o )  —  f i g i t o ) )  ( g ' i t o )  —  t  ^  [ t o , T )  
r2 — ri ri — rg 
liminf e~''^^*~^°^g(t) > —-— (g'(to) -  rig(to)) > 0 
<—•00 r2 — fi 
Hence 
(2.6) liminf e~'"^'g'(i) > C > 0 for some constant C > 0. 
<—•00 
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We have a system with (F(0), G(0)) E (0, oo) x (0, oo) 
F ' { t )  >  G P ' ( i )  
G'(f) > -AG(() + 
So 
(2.7) 
F(() > F(0) + ; GP^(?7) j,; > / GP:(,7) j,; 
0 0 
G ( t )  >  e - ^ ' G { 0 )  +  J  e ^ ' i F P ^ ( r ) ) d r j  
We use the lower bound for F { t )  from the first of inequalities (2.7) in the second 




> / e^'ds 
I 
0  /  \ o  
t  \  / t  
— /  /  - A s  
f I \ 
J Fit)e^' 'dTj 
P2 
Pi  
> E-^' I J E^'DS 
vO 
,Xt ^ \  1-P2 
d r j  
> e -xt 
y f y GP'{a)da 
,0 \o / 
t  /  t )  \  \  P2 
J [j e^''GP^{(T ) d a ]  d r )  
vO \o 
Setting 
t  /  V 
H { t )  =  J U e^'GP'{(T)dAdrj, 
0  \ o  
we have 
t  
H ' ( t )  =  j  e^'GP'((y)j<T 
H " { t )  =  e ^ ' G P ' i t ) .  
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Since G ( t )  >  - i y - P ^ H P ^ ( t ) ,  we have 
H " { t )  =  e ^ ' G P ' i t )  
—  ;^Pi(P2-i)g(i-pi)At^gAt _ j j p i p 2 ( ^ ^ y  
We know 
e ^ ' > e ^ ' - l > 0  t e ( 0 , o o ) .  
Since pi(p2 — 1) > 0, we have 
gPi(P2-i)A< > (gA( _ iyi(P2-i) >0 t € (0, oo) 
or equivalently 
(e^* - l)P'(i-P2) > gPi(i-P:)^< t Ç (0, oo). 
Hence 
g(l—Pi)At^gAf _ j^pi(l-p2) >. g(l-pi)A<gPi(l—p2)At 
= e(i-PiP2)A« ie(0,oo). 
Therefore 
H " { t )  >  
Since if'(t) > 0, we multiply this last inequality by H ' ( t )  and integrate by parts to 
obtain 
\ (p2 "" 1 )P 1 ( H ' i t ) )  >  2 g(l-p.P:)A(^pip,+I/^\ 
PlP2 + 1 
By (2.6), we may assume that for some e > 0, C(e,to) > 0, we have g { t )  >  C  e®' 
t e [<o,oo). 
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If we choose F(0) > /(O) and G(0) > ^(0), then by Lemma 2.3, 
Git)>Ce^* <6[<o,oo). 
H { t )  =  J (j dr] 
t  /  V 






J ^e(A+Pi£)»/ _ g(A+pi£)(o j 




. (i _ e(A+p,£)(«o-0 _ (A+pie)e(^+P'=)«o-()(( _ to)^ . 
For large t, with t > ti 
(l - - (A+pie)e(^+P:')('"-')(< - ^ o)) > 
We have 
{^Pl 
£ 2(A+yig)'°'""""'" = C(p,.6,A)e(^+'"«l' 
>  2 —  ! 2 g ( l - P i P : ) A : g P , P : + l ( ( \  
P I P 2  +• 1 
2\(P2-^)pi 
= g(l-PlP2)At^PlP2-l-<Tl^^^^2 + <rj 
= C(pi, P2, E, (Ti, A)e(f'f ' ((). 
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We choose cti > 0 SO small that 
(PlP2 - 1 - cri)spi > criA. 
Then 
f f ' ( t )  >  y / C  i  >  t i  
(%))-"/" - (( - (i) > , 
which shows JI and hence G blow up in finite time. 
For 0 < 6 < 1, we define the region Dig in the first quadrant of the phase plane 
f o r  ( 2 . 4 )  b y  I R g  =  { ( f , g )  1  /  >  0 ,  g  >  0  a n d  >  9  >  a n d  t h e n  f H s  
is an invariant set for the flow i.e., if ( f ( 0 ) , g ( 0 ) )  6 fRg, then ( f { t ) , g { t ) )  G % on 
[0, T) [See Figure 1 {Tl in the figure is equivalent to %)]. 
We can prove that if (F(0),Ct(0)) G then both F ( t )  and G ( t )  blow up in 
finite time. 
The case of ^ = 1 has been proved [LI]. We consider the case of 0 < (5 < 1. 
L e t  [ 0 , T )  ( 0  <  T  <  o o )  b e  t h e  m a x i m a l  e x i s t e n c e  i n t e r v a l  o f  { f ( t ) , g { t ) ) .  L e t  f , g  
solve (2.4) on (0,T) and (/(0),g(0)) 6 Then {f{t),g{t)) € % on [0,T) and 
tir- «HT-
Now we use the system of ordinary differential equations: 
/ ' ( ( )  = +  
g ' ( t )  =  - X g { t )  +  
20 
= 0 
/' = o 
Figure 1. The flow of the system (2.4) [LI; p. 417] 
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= (-Ag(<) + rx()) 
=  - S \ f ' ( t )  -  p i X g P ^ ( t )  +  p i g P ^ - ' ^ ( t ) f P ^ { t )  
= _6Af (f) -piA(/'(<) + 6A/(<)) 
/"(() + (6A +piA)/'(<) = -PK^AVW 
Since f , g  e ^ s  
-6A/(<) + ^ Pi(()>0 
g { t )  >  ( 6 A / ( < ) ) M  
gP^-'(t)fl"-\t) > (W/Ci))"^ /w-'(i) = 
Since ^lim f { t )  = oo, there is an interval [ t o , T )  such that for t  G  [ i o , r ) ,  
I  ^  
Hence 
f " { t )  +  { 6 X  + PIX) f ' ( t )  —  PI6X^f { t )  >0 t  G [<0,r). 
There is one positive root {si > 0) and one negative root for the equation + 
(6A + Pi A)x — pi^A^ = 0. 
By the standard comparison theorem, 
liminf > 0. (—oo ^ ' 
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In the same way, we have Uminfe > 0 where Sg is a positive root of the 
equation + (A + p2SX)x — = 0. 
From the inequalities of (2.3), we have 
(2.8) 
F ( t )  >  e - ^ ^ ' F ( O )  +  { i ] ) d T j  
0 
G ( t )  >  e - ^ ' G ( O )  +  e - ^ '  /  Fp ^ ( r j ) d r j  
0 
t 
G ( t )  >  j  e ^ ' ' F P ' ( T ] ) d T j  
0 
t \ 1-P2 
,  — A f  I  f  _ A a ,  
P2 
> I J F(r?)e^''c/rj 
t \ 1-P2 / t 
> I J  e ^ ' d s  
,0 / \o \o 
Pi 
J e^'ds I I J I J e^^^GP'{a)da j 
Since > 1, we have 
G { t )  >  e - ^ '  e ^ ' d ^  ( /  ( /  .  
H { t )  =  j  ( ^ J  d T j  
t 
H ' { t )  = J e ^ ^ ' ' G P ' i a ) d a  
Let 
^"(0 = e'^^'G'"(^) 
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/ t \ 
G i t ) > e - ^ n f e ^ ' ' d s \  
/  t  \  ( l ~ P 2 ) P l  
G ^ ' { t )  > I f e^'ds ] HP'P'{t) 
ft \ (^~P2)Pl 
E"{T) > I F E^'DS |  HP'P^(T) 
/ « \ (l~P2)Pl 
= I / e^'ja j 
—  \ ( P 2 - l ) P l  ç ( S - p i ) > ^ t  ^ g A «  _  j ^ ^ ( l - P 2 ) P l  f f P l P 2 ^ f ^  
> ^(P2—l)pi g(^—Pl)AtgA<(l—p2)Pl^PlP2^^j 
= ;^(P2-i)pie(«-piP2)A<^PiP2^^^ 
^ -PlP2 < 0 
i ^ m)l] > 
d t \  2  J  -  d t \  p i p 2  + 1  /  
/ i (^) 
0 ^ '0 
- - (-ff'(O))^) > 
2 \ / V P1P2 +1 P1P2 +1 
-{S- P I P 2)X f e((-PiP2)Aa:^f!fI^M(f A _ 
J  P\P2 + 1 / 
0 
Since ff(0) = 0, H ' { 0 )  = 0, and 6 — p\p2 < 0, we have 
\(f2 —l)pi { H ' { t ) )  >  2 g(6-piP2)A(^p,p,+l^^^^ 
PIP2 + 1 
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and since liminf > 0, 
t—»oo 
g{t)  > t  E [^0, oo) for some constant C > 0. 
If we choose F(0) > /(O) and G(0) > fl'(O), then by Lemma 2.3, G{t) > Ce''* 
{t e [<o,oo)), we get 
H{t) = y  dr) 
> C"" 1 ( I I drj 
to \<0 / 
t CP 
sx  + PiEg 
to  
j  _  g(f ia+pi£2)<o^ 




{s \  + 
• + - to)) 
For large <, with ( > (% 




> :  ^E(«-PiP2)Af^PiP2+i(^) 
P\P2 + 1 
2 \(P2~l)Pl 
— g(l5-PlP2)At^PlP2-l-<T2^^^^2 + (T2^^^ 
9 \(P2-l)Pl , / npl  \PiP2-1-<T2 
> g(^-PiP2)At I g{6A+pi£2)t\ rr2+(T2/y\ 
- P1P2 + 1 \2(6A + Pie2)2^ y ^ 
We choose A > 0, (72 > 0 so small that 
(PiPi — 1 — cr2)e2Pi > (Scr2 + (1 — 8)P\P2) A. 
Then 
h'{ t )>y/ch ' -^{ t )  t>t i .  
which shows that h and hence g blows up in finite time. 
We conclude that nonglobal solutions always exist by observing that the condition 
A-iirP2(o) > G(0) > (6Af(0))^/P' 
can always be satisfied if we take \ = for fixed 7 (7 > 2 N ) .  
(7(0) > (^AF(O))^''^' is equivalent to 
Pi 
I y e dy 
VlR^ ) 
^~^{N)S'yk J  e"'^ '  uo(k~^^'^y)dy > cp' - '  
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and A~^F'''(0) > G(0) is equivalent to 
^{N)jk Je dy.  
By considering large data, we see if min(pi,p2) > 1 and if we talce UQ = VQ suffi­
c ien t ly  l a rge ,  we  can  sa t i s fy  bo th  inequa l i t i e s  fo r  any  f ixed  k > 0.  
If min(pi, p2 ) = 1) say pi = 1,  then we first choose k so small that the first 
inequality is satisfied and then, for fixed fc, UQ = uq so large that the second also 
holds. This establishes the claim of the second statement of the lemma. 
In order to establish the remaining claim of the lemma, we assume first that 
Pi > P2 > 1 so that max(tt,^) = a > y. Moreover, if solves (2.4), 
then 
(/((.A),ff(/,A)) = (A"/(A<,l),A''s(A(,l)) .  
It is also clear from (2.4) that the point Px given by 
is a saddle point for solutions of (2.4). 
There is a unique separatrix starting on the positive /-axis at the point A\ = 
(a(A),0) and terminating at P\. We can show 0 < a(A) < oo as follows. In 
the system of (2.4), we use a change of variable t = ^ and /(r, A) = / (1, A), 
g(T, X) = g (p, A). Then the system of (2.4) becomes 




Let ^/(to, A),g(ro, A)^ (0 < tq < oo) be any point on the separatrix. Then 
/'(ro,A) > 0, g'{To,X) < 0. Consequently, Um g(r, A) = 0 and 
r—^oo 
0 < < lim /(r,A)<oo. 
r-^co 
Suppose lim /(r, A) = oo. Then 
r—•OO 
,i„ CM = Um 
T-*OO r-^oo 6A/(T, A) - gPi (r, A) 
-oo (p2 > 1) 
- •k  (P2 = !)• 
Hence 
lim ^. = (-7 (P2>1) 
/—00 df 1 (p2 — !)•  
Then there exist positive numbers M and /o such that 
^ < —M <0 for / > /o > 0. df 
Hence J dg < —M J  df and 
30 fo 
g ^  fo — M(f  — fo)—*—00 as / —> 00 
Therefore, g —00 as/—>00. 
This is a contradiction to our condition g > 0. 
Hence 0 < lim /(r, A) < 00. By setting a(A) = lim /(r, A), our claim is proved. 
r—t-oo T—•oo 
If /(O, A) > a(A), then (/(O, A), gr(0, A)) locates above the separatrix. Hence the 
flow (f(t,X),g(t,\)) will enter % in finite time. Then liminf > 0, 
t—•oo 
liminf > 0. If F{0) > /(O) and G(0) > fl'(O), then there exists a 
<•—»oo 
to > Q such that F{i)  > and G{t) > on [to,oo)- From here, we can 
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use the previous argument concluding F{t)  and G{t) blow up in finite time. So if 
F{0) > a(l)A'* and G{0) > 0, then F{t) and G{t) blow up in finite time by choosing 
/(O) and g(0) such that 
r F(0) > /(O) > 
I G(0) > #) > 0. 
In other words, by fixing 7 > 2 N  and A = f k ,  ( u ,  v )  will be nonglobal if 
/ e u o ( x ) d x  >  c ( N ) ' y ° ' a ( l ) k ° '  
This is always possible if k is sufficiently small. Next, we assume, P2 > Pi > 1, and 
argue as above with the separatrix starting on the positive g-axis at Bx = (0,6(A)) 
and terminating at the point Px. • 
Next we prove the critical case: If max(a,/3) = y, then every nontrivial solution 
of the system (Sg) is nonglobal (finite time blow up). In the paper of [EH], the 
subcritical case with ^ = 1 was proved using an iterative method. By (2.1), the 
solutions of the system (S5) (0 < ^ < 1) are 
1 t  u ( x , t )  = Ss{t)uo ( x )  - f  J  Ss(t  -  ri)vP^ ( x,T])dî] 0 
< 
v { x , t )  = Si{t)vQ ( x )  + J Si( t-  T ])uP^ { x , r } ) d T ) .  
0 
If 6 E (0,1], then for any nonnegative measurable function w, 
S i { t ) i o ( x )  >  6 ^ ^ ' ^ S s { t ) w ( x ) .  
Then { u , v )  must satisfy 
[ ii(x, t )  >  6 ^ / ' ^ S s { t ) u o { x )  + 6^/^ J  S s ( t -  r;)yPi (x, î ] ) d r ]  
(2.9) ° 
v { x , t )  > 56(0^0(x) + 6^/^ f  Ss(t  -  î])uP^ { x ,r i)drj .  
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Since ( u o ,  VQ) ^  (0, 0), by Lemma 2.4 of [EH] and after shifting the time origin, we 
may assume 
for some positive constants C ,  A .  
We follow Lemma 4.1 of [EH] to establish 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that S G (0,1] and pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1. S u p p o s e  ( u , v )  
e x i s t s  o n  [ 0 , o o ) .  T h e n  t h e r e  a r e  c o n s t a n t s  C i ,  C 2  d e p e n d i n g  o n l y  u p o n  p i ,  p 2 ,  6  
(bu t  no t  on  UQ ,  v o )  such  tha t  for  a l l  T,t  Ç [0 ,  0 0 )  wi th  r < t  
i f  m a x ( a , / d )  =  
Proof.  We follow the proof of [EH] when = 1. 
For 6 G (0,1), the same inequahties, iteration schemes and estimates may be 
employed. The only difference in the inequality (4.6) of [EH] is aa follows: If 
max{a,/3) = /?, then 
(2.10) min(uo(x),i;o(x)) > Cexp(-Ajxp) 
^®||55(<)u(r)|(oo < Ci < 00 
if max(a, ^ )  = a and 
!(^||56(t)t;(r)||oo < C2 < 00 
V ( t)  > AkBkCk (5(Ovo)^^' '"^*  ^ (P2+1)(1+P1P2+-+(P1P2)* ' )  
where 
(P1P2) t — 1 — r 
t — 1 — r 
_ ^T{(P2+1)(I+PIP2H I-(PIP2)*~')+(piP2)*} 
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Since ||u(i)||oo < oo for any t 6 [0, oo), letting k —> oo, we finally arrive at 
P 2  +  1  N P->(PL  + 1 )  |15«(t)t;o||oo < CS--^ < oo. 
Hence 
i^llS6(t)u(r)j|oo < C2 < oo. 
In the same way, we arrive at 
<°'||5«(t)u(r)||oo < Ci < 00 if max(Q!,^) = a. • 
Lemma 2.6. Assume that 6 6 (0,1] and pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1. Suppose that 
(2.10) holds and that (u, v) is a global solution. Then there are positive constants 
di, c?2 depending only upon p\, P2, A, C such that, for all sufficiently large t, 
i^/2 5«(i)t^(0,0 > d. In 
if max(a:, ^ ) = a and 
> (^2 In 
2 j  
i f  max(a, /3) = j i .  
P r o o f .  We follow the proof of [EH]. If max(a,/?) = /), then 
(1 + 6'g(()t;(<) 
2 J ^ ^  y l+4A6t 
Therefore fo r  l a rge  enough  t ,  
> d2 In . 
In the same way, if max(a;, j3) — a, then for large enough 
f^/2gg(<X0,() > da In + o 
We prove the critical case of the claim (c) of Theorem 2.1 by the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.7. If 6 e (0,1], pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1 and max{a,/3) = y, then all 
nontrivial solutions of the system (Sg) are nonglobaJ. 
Proof. If max(a!,/?) = a = y and global solution of the system (Sg) exists, then 
from Lemma 2.5 with r = i 
cx> > Ci > r||56(<H<)||oo > 
Hence from Lemma 2.6, 
oo > Ci > t^/^Ssit)u{0,t) > di In . 
By letting t —+ oo, we have a contradiction. 
If max(o;, y3) = = y, then we use a similar argument to arrive at a contradic­
tion. • 
2.4. Global Existence 
In this section, we give a proof for (d) of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.8. I f N  >  2 , p i , p 2  >  I ,  w i t h p i p 2  >  1 , 0  <  6  <  1 ,  a n d m a x ( a , / 3 )  <  
then global, nontrivial solutions of the system (Sg) exist. 
Proof. We define positive numbers ei, £2, a, b such as 
N-2 
2 ' 
0= V'"o +21^0^°' = ro\/l + a-i 
b = yjr^ + = rQ^ /ÏTW^  
We choose ro sufficiently small positive. Then the following four inequalities can be 
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satisfied at the same time. 
t '  
= %0— < 4aS 
<4/? — /3 
£2 ocP^ V 2 
b < 
a < . 
Under these conditions, we define (û,w) of the form 
^2 _ ^2 £QJ, 7- < T-Q 
for r > To 
u = ^ 
(2.11) i 
r ° 
52 _ ^2 £QJ. r  < ro 
e2r~'^^ for r > tq. 
Then û, û are continuously difFerentiable and satisfy 
S Au + vP^ <0 
A v  +  û P ^  < 0  
except at r = To. Hence { û ,  v )  is a nontrivial weak supersolution of the system (Sg). 
Here, a weak supersolution (û,û) on [0,T] is defined [ACP] such that for all test 
functions (p G C^(E^ x [0,T]), y > 0 on [0,T] and all <p vanish at infinity of 
and for 0 < t < T, 
t  






> J u o < p { 0 ) d x  +  J J v^^ipdxdi 
t 
J v { t ) ( p ( t ) d x  —  j J (v(ps  + v A ( p ) d x d s  
KJV 0 RN 
t 
> J VQ(P{0)dx J  J  u^^^dxds 
RJV 0 
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Since { û , v )  satisfies (2.11), (û,v) satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) and the solution ( u , v )  
of the system (Sg) satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) with inequality replaced by equality. 
Then we use the result of [ACP]. 
I  ( u ( t )  -  d x  
t 
<  J( u o  —  U o ) ' ^ d x  +  j J - v^^{s) + X(u(s) - û(s)))'^ dxds 
RN 0 IRW 
/  {v(t)  — dx 
R^ 
<  J { v o  —  V o ) ' ^ d x  +  J J { u P ^ { s )  -  +  X { v { s )  -  v { s ) ) ) ' ^  d x d s .  
R^ 0 RN 
If ||u||oo) ll^lloo, ll^lloo) ll^lloo <  R { R  sufficiently large), then there is a Lipschitz 
constant K such that 
(^yPl - ûP»)+ < K(v - û) + 
(uPî  -ûp^)+ < k{u-û)-^ .  
We set \ = K. Then 
0 RW 
We set 
J ((«(() - U(<))+ + (t,(() - ;;(())+) dx 
— / ((tfo — 'Ûo)^ + (fo — ^o)^) 
RN 
t 
+ J J e ^ ' 2 K  ( { u { s )  -  û(g))+ + («(a) - v ( s ) f ^  d x d s .  
h{t)  = J  (^{u(t)  -  + (v{t)  -  u(i))"^ j  dx.  
RN 
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Then we have 
h{t)  < h{0) + 2k J h{s)ds 
t  
0 
By Gronwall's lemma, 
h{t)  < h{0)e^ 
or 
J + {v{t)  -  dx 
J  {{uo -  ûo)"'" + (uo -  ûo)"*") dx.  J<t < e 
By choosing uo,Dg such that 
0 < uo(x) < û(x) 
0 < Uo(x) < û(x), 
for t  G [0,T], 
0 < u(x, t)  < u(x) 
0 < v(x,t) < û(x). 
Since T > 0 is arbitrary, we have for t  6 [0, oo) 
0 < u{x,t)  < w(x) 
0 < u(x,0 < v(x).  
Hence {û,v)  is a global supersolution of the system (Sf). Therefore, there exist 
global nontrivial nonnegative solutions. 
For large |x| and t  G [0, oo), 
0 < u{x,t)  < C|x|~^" 
0 < v{x, t)  < Clx]"^*^ 
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where C depends only on the initial data uq, VQ such that 
C > max 
The claim for (d) of Theorem 2.1 has been proved. • 
Next we prove the claim for (e) of Theorem 2.1. In this proof, we use the principle 
of linearized stability [H]. 
Before we attack our problem, we need to explain the general concept about the 
linearized stability. 
Let % be a complex Banach space with norm || • ||x and define an operator A 
such that 
A :  D ( A ) C X ^ X  
where D(A) i s dense in X in the norm || • ||x-
Definition. An operator A :  D { A )  C  X  X  i s  sectorial if it is closed, densely 
defined and the following property holds for some complex number a, some number 
M > 1 and some ^ £ (O, j): The sector 
6a,<^ = {A e C I < I arg(A - a)| < TT A ^ o} 
is in the resolvent set of A and 
for all A G 
Definition. [H] An analytic semigroup on a Banach space % is a family of contin­
uous linear operators on %, {T(i)}(>o, satisfying 
(i) r(0) = I  T ( t ) T { s )  =  T { t  + a) for ( > 0, a > 0. 
(ii) T { t ) x  -4 a; as < —> 0"^, for each x  £  X .  
(iii) t  — »  T { t ) x  is real analytic on 0 < i < oo for each x  E  X .  
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We define the infinitesimal generator L of this semigroup {T(^)}e>o such that 
L x  = Hm - { T { t ) x  —  x )  
«—•0+ t  
for X  6 D { L )  = {z E % : lim^ j i T ( t ) x  —  x )  exists}; we write T { t )  =  e^'. 
Lemma 2.9. If A is a sectorial operator, then —A is the iaGnitesimaJ generator of 
an analytic semigroup with 
r 
where F is a contour in the resolvent set of —A with argA —> dcd as |A| —> oo for 
Proof. See page 20 of [H]. • 
Definition. Suppose A is a sectorial operator and a { A )  is the spectrum of A .  If 
Re cr(A) > 0 (i.e. cr(A) C {A € C | Re A > 0}), then for any ^ > 0 
Lemma 2.10. If A is a sectorial operator in X with Re cr(A) > 0, then for any 
6 > 0, A~^ is a one-to-one bounded linear operator on X. 
Proof. See page 25 of [Hj. • 
Definition. If A  satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.10., we define A ^  = { A ~ ^ )  
D ( A ^ )  =  R ( A - ^ ) .  
We consider the initial value problem in X: 
some 9 in ( f, tt) . 
OO 
0 
(2.14) ^ + A \  = /(x) t  >  0 
x(0) = xo 
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where A is sectorial and x = x(-) is a flow in the fractional power space 
= d{a^)  
with the norm ||x||g = ||A^x||x for some 6 € (0,1). Furthermore, we suppose that 
/(x) = Bx + g(x) 
where ff(0) = 0, and 
B: ^ % is a bounded linear operator, 
and 
g'.UdX^-^X (ZY is an open neighborhood of 0) 
is a fully nonlinear term and ||(7(x)||x = o(||x||g) 
i.e. lim M^ = 0. 
l|x|U-o \\x\\e 
/(x) is locally Lipschitz in x on U, i.e. if Xi G U, then there exists a neighorhood 
V C W of Xi such that for x, y € V, 
||/(x) -/(y)llx < ^l|x-y||« 
for some constant L > 0. 
Lemma 2.11. (The Principle of Linearized Stability) 
Let a{A — B) denote the spectrum of A — B in X. Then the condition 
<7(^A — jB) C {a 6 CI Re A > /u > 0} 
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for some in > 0 is equivalent to the following: For all choices of Xo in 0 € (0,1), 
solutions of the linear initiai value problem 
.215) / è + ^x = Bx <>0 
^ ^ I x(0) = Xo 
decay uniformly asymptotically to x(t) = 0 in (i.e. the linear problem is globally 
uniformly asymptotically stable in X^). Then the trivial solution of the nonlinear 
equation (2.14) is uniformly asymptotically stable in X^. More precisely, there exist 
p > 0, M > 1 such that if ||xo||x'» ^ then on 0 < t < oo there exists a unique 
solution of ^ + Ax = /(x) i > 0, x(0) = Xq and satisfying for t > 0 
||x(()||x, <2Me-/'*||xo||x,. 
Proof. See page 99 of [H]. • 
We will apply the principle of linearized stability to our original system (Sg). We 
use the so-called "hot spot" change of independent variables in (Sg): 
(2.16) (y = x^ XSR" 
\ 5  =  e '  —  1  < > 0  
together with the change of dependent variables; 
U { x , t )  =  e ° ' * u ( y , s )  
V { x , t )  = e^*r(y,a). 
In the new { x , t )  variables, the initial value problem for the system (Sg) becomes: 
(7(x,0) = [/o(x) > 0 
F(x,0) = Fo(x)>0 ' 
We define operators Ai as 
(2-17) - . .m.  
(2.19) f ^17 =-iAC; - Ix 
1 AiK = -AV - ix • 
-(ÇAJ7 - ix • V£/ 
W. 
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Prom here we need to separate the claim (e) into two cases: the case of 1 < min(pip2) 





a s  0 \ ( u  
0  A i ) \ V  
ot 0 
0 0 
.  K { x )  =  
Next we define several spaces; 
L^K) = ^ /: C| / |/(x)|2A-(x)dx < oo 
I RW 
(2.21) 
H \ K )  =  { f : R ^  - ^ C \  J  (|/(x)|2 + |V/(x)|2) K(x)dK < oo 
L 
H\K) = {/ e H'iK) I V/ € H ' i K ) }  
x  = l^k)^ l \k)  = x°  
H  =  H ^ { K ) ^ H ' { K )  
Now, in our problem 
- ly  
U 
W(x,0) = Wo(x)= 
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We introduce the following norms; 
mix's  I J  (|i7|^ + IKp) A'(x)<ix 
NIR'V 
I I M k  =  I  J  (1^71'+ + |VC7p + |VF|2) A»c/X 
\IRJV 
under which these spaces are Banach spaces (they are actually Hilbert spaces). A 
moment of reflection convinces us that H^{K) is dense in L^{K) and that conse­
quently A'^ is dense in 
We show in Lemma 2.15 that if ^ 6 (|, l), is continuously imbedded in H, 
that is 
First, we need to show that A is a sectorial operator in X  with D ( A )  =  X ^ .  
Lemma 2.12. The norm ||W||x' is equivalent to the graph norm HTF||x + ||AW||x 
and hence the operator A is closed. Consequently, A is a bounded lineal' operator 
from X^ to X. 
Proof. We first prove that for some constant Ci > 0 
To do this, it suffices to prove that for fixed 6 G (0,1], there is a constant Cs 
(0 < Cfi < oo) such that 
X" C H, 
and there is a constant C > 0 such that 
\m\h  < c\ \w\ \x . .  
\ \WHx + \\AW\\x>C,\\Wl\x. .  
< ct  (||x«y||o,2 + ||y||«,2) 
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where for nonnegative integers r, 5, 
l / s  
'•>= f / ( E icn'I 
VKN \ 0 < V < r  j  /  
First we prove the case of (5 = 1. To prove this, we note the following identities 
which are established by integration by parts. (We are summing over repeated 
indices and using the notations V, = and Vij = here) 
J  V A i V K { x ) d x  =  j v  ( - A F  -  I  •  V V )  
( 2 . 2 2 )  =  I  { V K i x ) ) ,  d x - I  V ( ^ - V V )  K ( x ) d x  
= J |VF|2A'(x)rfx 
and 
I  vi jv i jk{x)dx  
= j  V,iVjjK(x)dx+ 2 R e  J ViiVjKj(x)dy 
+ J  ViVjKij{x)dx 
j  \ A i V \ ^ K { x ) d x  = J (^-AV - I • vy) • (-AF - I • vy) K(x)d> 
RJV RAf 
= J V i i V j j K{x)dx + 2 R e  J V i i V j K j (x)dx 
R^ R^ 
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J  V i i V j j K { x ) d x +  2Re J ViiVjKj{x)dx 
=  J\ A i V \ ^ K { x ) d x -  j . ^ V i V j K i { x ) K j { x ) d x .  
;^(x) 
Hence, 
J V i j V i j K i x ) d x =  J \ A , V \ ^ K (x ) d x -  J  ^ ^ V i V j K i i x ) K j (x)dx 
RN 
+ 
Now we use the following relation 
A'o(x) = i (<o + ^|i) A'(x) = iiyA'(x) + 
where 6a = < ^ 
' lo 
Then 
J VijVijK{x )dx = J \AiV\'^K{x )dx -  J j^^ViVjKi{x)Kj{x)dx 
K'^ 
(2.23) + / y.Vi (f A'(x) + dx 
= j \ A i V \ ^ K i x ) d x + ^  j \VV\''K(x)dx. 
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Since 
\ \ V h . 2 =  ( / I E ICFI' I A-(x)jxj 
.R»  /  J  
\  \ '"  
\v\' + |vy| :  + E  km' lx  
l< iJ<N J  
^ J { \v \ '  + IVFp + + l|Vy|'^ k{x)dx '^  
\v \ '  +  ^ \vv \ '  + \a iv \ - '^k ix)dx  
J \VV\''K{x ) d x =  J V i A i V ) K {x ) d y  
R-^ 
\ V \ ' K { x ) d x  \ A i V \ ^ K { x ) d x  
\U%" / 
< 5 ( J / |Fp/C(x)rfx + £ J\A,V\'K{^ )i. 
\ R^ 
for small e > 0, 
||y||2,2 < ^ y |yr + (i + %) ;<:(xXxj 
~ + ^ll^llo,2 + yïT^||^iF||o,2 
- + Y ) (ii^i^iio,2 + i|i^iio,2) • 
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Next we prove the case of 0 < ^ < 1 by using an application of the case o f  S  =  1 .  
We write 
A i V  =  A s V  -  ( 1  -  S ) A V  
l |Ay||o,2 =( f =( f VuVjiK(^)dx 
VRJV / VIRN 
< / I + <( I |VypJf(x)rfx 
\|R^ / \K^ 
/ \ 1/2 
=  I j \A ,V\^Kix)dx+^  I  |vy |" j^ (x) ( fx  
VlRN RN ) 
< ||^lV'||o,2 + ;^||Vl/||o,2 < ||^l^||o,2 + ||Vy||o,2 
< ||Agy||o,2 + (1 - f)||Ay||o,2 + ||vy||o,2. 
Hence 
||AF||o,2<^(p5V||o,2 + ||Vy||o,2). 
We use the inequahty 
I|VV||„,2<^||V||„,, + ^||A,K||„,2 
So 
- ;^^ll^l|o,2 + yÇ(||^(5^||o,2 + (1 - ^)||AF||o,2) ' 
||AV||o,2 < ^ ^||^5F||O,2 + -^||V||o,2 + 
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For fixed 6, by letting £ —> 0, we have 
l|Ay||o,2<c(6,E)(||A6y||o,2 + ||y||o,2) 
||^||2,2 < C (||AiF||o,2 + ||^||o,2) 
< c (iiAgyiio.z + (1 - ,^)||Ay||o,2 + ||y||o,2) 
< c(||Agy||o.2 + (1 - 6)C(6,E) (iMgyiio.z + ||y||o.2) + ||y||o.2) 
<c«(||yigy||o,2 + ||y||o,2). 
This is the desired inequality. 
Now we prove that for some constant Cg > 0, 
IMIx + ||ATy||x <C2||W^||xi. 
From (2.23) it follows that 
(2.24) y |yiiy|2A:(x)(fx< / %jy,j%(x)jx< 
Since A s V  =  A i V  +  { 1  -  6 ) A V ,  
2 
2 , 2 -
j \ A s V \ ' ' K i x ) d x =  j  |>liF + (l-^)AVpA'(x)rf j  
IN RN 
< J \ A i V \ ^ K { x ) d x  +  2 { l - S )  J \ A i V \ \ A V \ K { x ) d x  
(2^5) 
+ (1 - S ) ^  / \ A V \ ^ K i x ) d x  
< C i  j  Vi iV i jK ( ^ ) d ^  < C i W V W l ^ .  
R^ 
The inequalities (2.24) and (2.25) applied separately to the components of W, yield 
the desired inequality. The last claim of the lemma is clear. • 
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Corollary 2.13. There Is a constant C > 0 such that 
[orallW eXK 
Proof. From (2.22) 
I |V£/| |^ ,2 = j  |VC/|2A'(x)dx = JïïAiUKix)dx 
In the same way, 
From (2.24), 
l|Vl'fe<ni0,2|M.V||o,2. 
\ \A ,U\ \o .2  <\ \Uh.2  <\m\x '  
So 
\m?H = tm' x  + iivwii^f 
= l|Wrx + l|Vi7fe + l|VI/||?,2 
<  \m\  + l l t / | | o ,2Pi f  l lo ,2  +  | |V | |O,2||A.V||„,2 
<  mWx +  l |wkl |w | |x .  +  I IH ' IUIIWIU.  
< 3 \ \ W \ \ x \ \ W \ \ x < .  •  
Lemma 2.14. The operator As is sectorial in L^(K) for all S E (0,1]. Hence the 
operator A is sectorial in X. 
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Proof. In order to carry out the proof, we make the following definitions: 
J =  fuAsUK{ x )d x  
= -^ J  U A U K { x ) d x  -  i  y  F x  •  V U K ( x ) d x  
= —6j i  — j2  
Ji  = J  U A U K { x ) d x  =  -  y  V  { Ï Ï K { x ) )  •  V U  d x  
= -^ |Vt/|2A'(x)(fx- J2. 
Thus 
J  = S J\ V U \ ^ K i x ) d x - ( l - 6 ) J 2  
J 2  = l  J  Ï Ï x - V U K { x ) d x  
= l  J  ( x  •  V | C / p  -  X  •  V Ï Ï U )  K ( x ) d x  
=  i  y  x - V \ U \ ^ K { x ) d x - J 2  
J2+l2 = l j x -V\U\''K{ x ) d x  
= -\j |c/pv.(xjr(x))<<x 
1%': 




R e ( 7 2 )  =  - i  I  +  1 ^ )  K ( x ) d y . .  
J = S f  |V!7p /C(x)<ix- ( l -S)J2 ,  
Re(J) = <5 J \VU\^K{x ) d x - i l - 6 ) R e ( J 2 )  
= s J  |V£/pA-(x)rfx + J \U\'  K(K)dx.  
Next we use the well known inequality [K], 
J |vy|2/i:(x)rfx > y y \ V \ ^ K { x ) d x  î o r V  e HiK). 
R^ 
Consequently, 
Re(^) > ^ y m'KWdx + J K(x:)dx 
1'' rw 
- ^ 4^ (f) / 
We see from Schwarz's inequality. 
|Re(/)| < |J| = I / t?AiCfA'(x)dx| < ||!/||o,2PsF||o,! 
RM 
^ 2 ) T'I^IIO.2 ^ ||C^||o,2m«£^||o,2 
| |>l«t^| |o,2 > yll^l |o,2-
Now define 
aj = Re 
4 = Im (HT'Wi) 
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N 
J  =  S  f  ^ ( a ]  +  f 3 ] ) K { x ) d x  
- + i ( i i )k{x)d .  
i=i 
N F , C S ^ N  
Re(J) = ^ I + /3])Kix)dx - g ^ |C/|a;jajis:(x)c?j 
5JN >=1 IRN i = l 
Im(J) =-^-^-^ j  ^ \u \x j /3 jk{x)dx .  
R'V i=l 
By comparing the two expressions for Re(J), we conclude 
I  ^  \U\^ja)j  K{x)dx =-J \U? Jf(x)<ix < 0. 
Therefore 
. N 
Re(J) > 6  +  / 3 j ) K ( x ) d x  
HJN >=1 
= «( | ap  +  | /3p)  
where 
l ap  =  
N 
I K ( x ) d x  
hjn \>=i / 
1"!'= / 
^>=1 
|Im( J)| < (1 - «) I 11 |î7|2|xpA'(x)<ix + i y '£pfK(x)d. 
\ JJN raJV ' = 1 
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Clearly, we also have 
i  I  |ynxp/v(xMx < J  \U\^ (^ j  + K(^)dx 
r ^  
= - / ^  \U\xjajK( x ) d x  
Jn i=i 
^ I y it^l^|xpA'(x)<ix+ ^|a|' 
N 
for any e > 0 and consequently 
J |t^P|xpA'(x)rfx < 
for every g E (O, |). 
Hence 
| Im(J ) |<( l -5 ) (  „  } f  \  ,  +  
,2e( l -2£)  4  
<C( i ,£ ) ( | c .p+ | /3p)  
for some positive constant C{8,£). (0 < C{8^ e) < oo) 
Using these expressions about |Re( J)| and |Im(J)|, we have an important in­
equality such that 
| Im(J ) |  ^C( i . e ) ( | ap  +  | /3P)  C(S,e) 
|Re(7)| - <(|ap + |/3p) S  ^ ' ' e (0>l l -
From the definition of the numerical range of the linear operator As, we have, 
upon setting 
C,  «£(0 ,1] ,  
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that 
eias)  = i I 
{ RN 
U A s U K { x ) d x  I U e D{ A e )  = H\K) ,  \ \U\ \O, 2  = 1 
< Ci < oo, Re(A) > 0 
= {Re(J) + i Im( J) 1 U  e  D ( A s ) ,  \ \ U \ \ o , 2  = 1} 
= |a G C 11 arg(A)| < (f>o = arctan(Ci) < 
} 
Choosing ( j)  such that <^o < ^ < f, the sector ©0,0 is contained in a component of 
the complement of and 
for some constant > 0 and all A g 60,,/, where d ^A, 6(^5)^ is the distance of A 
from 6(^g). 
Since 
( /  Re UA8UK{x)dx\>6N\\U\\l^ 
where 8n = , 
Hence 
and 
II — ^(5)t^||o,2 > ( — A + ^iv)||C^||o,2-
p{As) D (—00,0) 
p(As) n 60,,/, 7^ ( j>,  
where p{As) is the resolvent set of the operator As. Then we follow the result of 




for all A e ©o,(/.-
( f (A,6(Ag))  
Hence there is a constant (1 < < oo) such that 
for all A e ©0,0. |A|C^ - |A| 
We conclude that As is sectorial for 0 < ^ < 1. Thus 
- 1  A 0 
0 A < | | (A/  —ylg)  ^11  +  | | (A/— ^ i )  ^1 
2M  ^
< |A| 
for all A G 6o,,fi and hence A is sectorial on X. • 
We next show that is continuously imbedded in ff. 
Lemma 2.15. I f  Û  Ç  ( ^ ,  l), then X^ is continuously imbedded in H. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.13, for small e > 0, 
\ \w\ \h  <c^\\w\ \x /^WÏ7  ^
\\W\\h <  C , ^ / W U V \ m x  +  \ \ A W \ \ x  
= + \mx\ \aw\ \x  
<c,^ \m\  +  ^ ^ \ \wfx+c\ \aw\ \ \  
< C,^jj\\WW'x + 4AW\\\ 
<C.  y^cwawwx +  ^ \ \w\ \x^  .  
We know from Lemma 17.1 (page 177 [Fr]) that for 6 € (|, l), there is a constant 
C such that 
W^^Wllx <  C\\A^W\\x WgX\ 
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Since f / \ W \ ' ' K { x ) d x  <  f  j V W j ^ K ( x ) d x ,  
I IWIlHSCIIVWiv.  
Therefore, 
l iT^I I / /<  C | | .4^H^ | |x  w e x ' .  
This means is continuously imbedded in if where 0 G l). • 
Lemma 2.16. There is a constant C > 0 which does not depend on the initial 
data, such that all solutions of the linear problem 
U t  =  S  A U  + ^ x - V U  +  a U  
1. 
2-
r  s \ /
i7(x,0) = C/o(x) > 0 
y ( x , o )  =  i ^ ( x ) > o .  
satisfy, for t > 0, 
and 
inf Re ( c r ( A  —  B ) )  > ^ — max(a, / 3 )  
where cr(A — B) is the spectrum of the operator A — B. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for the problem 
U t  =  6 A U  +  ^ x - V U  +  a U  (x, <) G x (0, oo) 
f 7 ( x , 0 )  =  f 7 o ( x ) > 0  x e R ^  
if a; < Y and 0 < (Î < 1. (If C^o takes complex values, write 
Uq = (Re i7o)+ - (Re Uo)' + i ((Im ?7o)+ - (IrnUo)") 
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and use linearity.) 
The solution of this linear problem can be found by reducing it to the initial value 
problem for the heat equation in the inverse of the "hot spot" change of variables. 
We have 
Since Uq (^) > 0, 
e-(^'-")'C/o(x) < cse - ^^ ' - ^ ^ ' uo i x )  
for all t > 0 and some constant Cs > 0 depending on only 6. 
Hence 
||e-(^^-)'t/o||o,2 < Cge«'||e-^:'[To||o,2. 
We set Z{K,t) = e~-^^Wo{x). 
Then 
Hence F{t) < e-^'F(O) 
F(0 = ||Z(<)||g,2 = / ZZ%(xXx. 
F'{t) = J ZtZK{x)dx + J ZZtK{x)dx 
K'v 
= - J ZA,ZK{x)dx- J ZA^ZK{x)dx 
= -2 y |VZ|2A'(x)dx 
< - N  J  \ Z \ ^ K { x ) d x  =  - N F { t ) .  
||^(Ollo,2 < e-T'^||Z(0)llo,2 = e-T'||C7o||o,2. 
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Since U { t )  =  e"'Z(i), 
||[;mi|o,2<C6e"'e-^||[/o|k2 
= Cie(-^)'||C7„||„,2. 
In the same way, 
l|V(()l|o,2 <C,e(''-f)'||V„||,,2. 
So for some constant C > 0, 
and lie-'-*-®"!! < CeC"""'"''"-'?)'. 
If m = inf Re a{a  — b ) ,  then the spectral radius r = e""*' and also 
r(^^-{A-B)t) < j|g-(A-g)(|| Hence 
e~"" < ||e-('4-B)<|j < 
N  i n >  —  -  max(a,^), 
which proves our claim. • 
The Lemma 2.16 tells us that if 1 < min(pi,p2), the linearization 
wt  +  aw  = bw  
is uniformly asymptotically stable in the fractional space if max(a, /5) < y and 
0 < 6 < 1 .  
Next we show that g { W )  is locally Lipschitz as a function from into X .  This 
e n t a i l s  s o m e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  o n  p i ,  p 2  w h e n  N  >  2 .  
Lemma 2.17. The function g: X^ —> X 
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i s  locally Lipschitz continuous in W if 
r 1 < min(pi,p2) (iV = l,2) or 
1 1 < min(pi,p2) < max(pi,p2) < 7^ {N > 2). 
Proof. We have the following weighted Sobolev inequality: 
For 2 < r < 00 (iV = 1,2) and 2 < r < ^ (iV > 2), and some Cr,N (see [EK]) 
(2.26) J  | W r f f ( x ) ( f x  <  C r , N  (  j  \ ' ^ W \ ^ K ( x ) d x  
rat \|RN 
Generally, 
= f | | V , r - ' V , K ( x ) < i x  
+ /\ \ u r r - ' u i - \ u2 \p^ - ' u2 \ ' k i x )dx  
and for some constants C(pi) > 0, C{p2) > 0, 
r \\vi\p'-'v, -\v,r-'v,f < c(p,) (|v,p<j"-') + |V2p(p.-i)) IK - Fjp 
I < C(P2) (|C/,p(p.-') + |£/2p("-i)) |[f, _ C7j|2. 
Hence we have 
j  iMr-'y, - IVbr-'Vil" A-(x)<ix < C(pi) j J |V,pl"-'>|Vl - V2pii-(x)(fj 
\ ]R/V 
+ f \V2\^^'''-'^\Vi-V2\''K(x)dx 
By Holder's inequality, we obtain for i  =  1 , 2  
f \vi\^^p'-'^\vi-V2fK{x)dx 
<( /|V;|2(P'-i)'-'A'(x)rfx j I I \Vi-V2\''''K(x)dx 
/ \IRJV 
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1. + J- = 
ri ' Si 
Under our conditions 
where —  —  1 > 1. 
{ :  
these ri, can also satisfy 
{ 
1 < min(pi,p2) (N = 1,2) or 
<  m m { p i , p 2 )  < m a x { p u p 2 )  <  - ^  ( N  >  2 ) ,  
2 < 2(pi - l)/-i, 2 <251 (A^ = l,2) or 
2 < 2(pi - l)ri < ^, 2 < 2ai < ^ (;V > 2). 
Hence by the weighted Sobolev inequality (2.26), we have for some constant 
Cpi.N > 0 
)I/RI / \ PI-L < c,„« I j |VVipii:(x)<ix| (i = 1,2) ViR^ / 
1/s 
/ IFi - F2|2^'A'(x)rfx^ < ( / |V(V1 - F2)p/^(x)tfx^ . 
/ Vk^ / 
Since by Lemma 2.15, is continuously imbedded in H for 9 ^  (j, l), we have 
for some constant Ce > 0, 
/ |VVi|2/i:(x)(fx < (z = 1,2) 
/ |V(yi - V^)|"A'(x)(fx < - ^ 2 
KJV 
Therefore we have for some constant C ( p i , N , 6 )  >  0, 
j  I W ' - ' V ,  -  A'(x)<ix 
c{pun ,e )  + iiw^ll^r'") ii»:, - w2fx .  < 
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In the same way, we have for some constant C { p \  , N , 9 )  > 0, 
< cip2,N,e) + l|W2||5<r-") IIw, - W4'x-
Hence we have for some constant C { p i , p 2 ,  N , 9 )  >  0, 
uw^) -g{w^) \ \ \<c{pun .n ,» )  (||»',||^r"" + l|H'ill?!r"" 
(2 27) 
+ iiw^ii^r-" + iiw^ii^r"") II w, - W2I15,,. 
Hence g { W )  is locally Lipschitz continuous in W  and also 
Hm «^ = 0. 
Therefore f { W )  =  B W  +  g { W )  is locally Lipschitz continuous in W . • 
These lemmas allow us to apply Lemma 2.11 (The Principle of Linearized Sta­
bility) to conclude that the solution of our nonlinear system is global and decays in 
the fractional space X®, 0 6 (^, l), to zero exponentially fast. More precisely, under 
our conditions 1 < min(pi,p2) {N = 1,2) or 1 < min(pi,p2) < max(pi,p2) < 
(N > 2), there exist p > 0, M > 1 such that if ||TVo||x» < jm' ^^^n on 0 < t < 00 
there exists a unique solution of ^ + AW = f(W) t > 0, W(0) = Wq and 




1 1 =  —— max(o!, 0 )  —  e  for all e > 0. 
Next, we prove the case of 1 = min(pi,p2) with p i p 2  > 1. If p \  = 1, p2 > 1, then 
the nonlinear system can be described such that 
W t + A W ^  f ( W )  




/ ( W )  =  +  \ u \ " - ' u )  
e ( V )  =  ( | ( 7 | p , - i p )  
w( . .0 )  =  w„( . )= f f - ) ) .  
If Pi > 1, P2 = 1) then the nonlinear system can be described such that 
W t + A l V  =  f ( W )  
f i W )  =  B W  +  g ( W )  
where 
w=(^ l  
^ > ^ = < 0  l ) ( l  
. ( v ^ ) = ( I V )  
Mx,0) = w,(x)= 
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Lemma 2.18. Assume that 1 = min(pi, pz ) ^vith p\p2 > 1. There is a constant 
C > 0 which does not depend on the initial data, such that all solutions of the 
linear problem 
W t + A W  =  B W  (x,t) X (0,oo) 
^(x,0) = Wo(x) X€R^ 




inf Re {c t {A  — B ) )  > —— max(a!, /?) 
where a(A — B) is the spectrum of the operator A — B. 
Proof. We may assume pi = 1, p2 > 1 without loss of generality. In this case /3 > a. 
The linear part of the system is 
W t  +  A W  =  B W  i x , t ) e R ^  x ( 0 , o o )  
T^(x,0) = Wo(x) x€R^ 
or equivalently 
{ Ut  =  —AsU +  O L U +  V  vt = -aiv + isv (x, f )  €  X  (0, o o )  
i7(x,0) = l7o(x) > 0 
V ( x , 0 )  =  V o ( x ) > 0  




U { t )  =  e ( - / i 6 + » ) ( [ T o ( x )  +  /  
y(<) = e(-^'+/))%(x). 
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Then 
||n<)l|o,2 < C,e(''-^)'||ro||o,j 
t 
a- 1- I e 
0 
iimiio.2 = 
< l|e(-^«+"^'(7o(x)l|o,2 + J 





C«e(°'-^)'||I7o||o,2 + J C'6e("-^)('-'')||y(,7)||o,2(^/7 
0 
t  




= C5e(""~ 2 )'||[/'Qj|Q 2 + CfiCi ||Vo||o,2 J ' 
0 
< C5e(^~"5")'||i7o||o,2 + CgCie~"S'*||Fo||o,2 ^ / 3  -  a  ^ 
<Ce(^ (||C/o||o,2 + ||V()||o,2) • 
||W(<)||x < Ce(^ ^^'||W^o||x for some constant C > 0. 
drj 
In the same way of Lemma 2.16, we conclude 
N 
iïd Re(a(A-B))>j-^. • 
If Pi = 1, p2 > 1, then 
9 iw)  -
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and by the same argument of Lemma 2.17, we have for some constant C(p2, N ,  6 )  >  
0, 
I W W i )  -  g { W , ) \ \ %  =  J \ \ U i r - ' U ,  -  K ( x ) d y  
< cip„N,e)  + llWzll^r-") 11#:. - w.wi: , .  
If Pi > 1 ,  p2  =  1, then 
and for some constant C { p i , N ,  0 )  >  0, 
||5(^i)-^(W^2)||^= I\ \ v i r - ' v t - \ v2r - ' v2 f k {x )dx  
< c{puN,»)  \ \w,-W2\i%..  
Hence if 1 = min(pi,p2) (N = 1,2) or 1 = min(pi,p2) < max(pi,p2) < 
{N > 2), then g{W) is locally Lipschitz continuous in W and also 
lim 
IIMix'-0 II^IU" 
Therefore f { W )  =  B W  +  g { W )  is locally Lipschitz continuous in W .  Thus we 
can apply the Principle of Linearized Stability to conclude that the solution of our 
nonlinear system is global and decays in the fractional space ^ 9 6 (|, l), to zero 
exponentially fast. More precisely, under our conditions such that 1 = min(pi, p2 ) 
{N = 1,2) or 1 = min(pi,p2) < niax(pi,p2) < 7^ {N > 2), there exists /) > 0, 
M > 1 such that if || WoUx» < then on 0 < i < 00 there exists a unique solution 
of ^ + AW = f{W) t > 0, VF(0) = Wq and satisfying for < > 0 
\\W{t)\\x^ <2Me->^'\\W^\\xe 
where 
N /i = -T— max(a, j i)  — e for all £ > 0. 
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Finally, we prove (f). We first observe from (2.1) and the estimate S s { t ) w { x )  <  
for any nonnegative measurable function w that (u,u) solves 
u { x , t )  <  +  J  S \ { t  -  r ] ) 6 ~ ^ / ' ^ v P ^ { x , r ] ) d r ]  
0 
u ( x , 0  <  S i { t ) v o i x )  +  J  S i { t  -  T ] ) u P ^ ( x , r ] ) d 7 ] .  
0 
First, let (û,y) solve 
û(x,<) = 5i(<)6'~^/^uo(x) + f  S i { t  -  T ] ) 6 ~ ^ ^ ^ v P ^ ( x , r ] ) d i ]  
Then 
t 
v ( x , t )  =  S i ( t ) v o ( x )  +  /  S i ( t  -  T j ) i i P ^ ( x , T ] ) d r / .  
0 
it(x,0) = S ~ ^ / ^ u o ( x )  >  u o ( x )  >  0  
X E 
v ( x , 0 )  =  v o ( x )  >  0 
Hence we must have 
u ( x , t )  <  u ( x , t )  
v ( x , t )  <  v ( x , t )  
for as long as ( u ,  v )  exists. 
Let 
n  I 
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Then we have 
û { x , 0 )  =  S  ' MP2-'u(x,0) > u(x,0) > 0 
N P2 X  C K  .  
ù(x, 0) = 6 ^ pipz-i u(x,0) > u(x, 0) > 0 
Therefore it suffices to show that the system (S) possesses nontrivial global solutions. 
We use the "hot spot" change of indepenent variables in the system (S): 
y = x e ' / ^  X  G 
5 = e' — 1 t > 0 
together with the change of dependent variables: 
U ( x , t )  =  e ° ' ^ u { y , s )  
V { x , t )  =  e ^ ' ù ( y , 5 ) .  
In the new (x, t) variables, the initial value problem for the system (S) becomes 
I 
£/(x, 0 )  =  i 7 o (x) > 0 
y(x,o) = ;/^(x)>o X6K . 
If we find a global supersolution (£/, V) such that 
(2.28) ^ ^ U t  > ù , U  +  ^ - V U  +  a U  +  V ^ '  
> aF + f • vF + 
[/(x,0)>[/o(x) 
y(x,0)> v;,(x) 
then by the comparison principle, 
U { x , t )  >  U { x , t )  








If we choose small £1,62 >0 with small initial data UQ ,  VQ such that 
£1 > sup ('ï7o(x)e^) and £2 > sup ('Fo(x)e^), then U { x , 0 )  >  U o { x )  and 
_ xGK^ ^ ^ / 
y(x, 0) > Vo(x). The inequalities (2.28) are thus equivalent with 
2 / - £1 
^ > £Le-(P2m-n)tg-i^V-^|x|2_ 
Since y — max(a:,/3) > 0, we can choose small positive numbers m ,  n ,  e i ,  £2, £ such 2 
that 
N 0 < —— max(o;, /?) — £< min(m, n) < max(m, n) 
2 
/  P i  P 2 \  
max(o!,/3) — max ( —, — ) 
V ^1 £2 /  
and Pi > ^ > —. 
P2 




Then by the comparison principle, there exists a global nontrivial solution, in the 
"hot spot" variables, such that 
max(i7, y)(x, i) < C([/o, T/^)e-^W\(max(o,,^)-^+=)( 
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where 
max(ei,e2) < C { U q , V Q )  
N 
0 < e = e { U o , V o )  <  —  -max(a,/3). 
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3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE — GLOBAL 
NONEXISTENCE OF SYSTEM (S^) 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider nonnegative solutions of the initial value problem for 
the system (S/,): 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
v(x, 0) = vo(x) > 0 
where pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1 and T < oo (the length of the existence interval). 
Li (i = 1,2) stands for the second order elliptic operator such that 
N I •^1" = £ air 
L2V= ëli l ,J=l  ^  '  
We have assumptions about coefficients as follows: 
(i) the coefficients aij, bij are sufficiently smooth {aij^bij £ 
(ii) dij — Qjji 
b i j  =  b j i  




Let ri(x, is the fundamental solution of ut = L\u. Then the solution of the 
initial value problem 
Ut = L i u  (x, t )  G  X  (0, oo) 
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 X G 
can be represented by 
u(x,i)= f 
Let r2(x,<;^,77) be the fundamental solution of Vt = L2V. Then the solution of 
the initial value problem 
Vt = L2V (x, () G X  ( 0 , o o )  
V(K, 0) = uo(x) >0 X G 
can be represented by 
v { x , t )  =  J T 2 i x , t ; ^ , 0 ) v o { ^ ) d ^ .  
r,(x, ( i  =  1,2) are defined for (x,<), ( ^ , r / )  G x (0, 00) except when 
both X  = ^  and t  =  t j ,  which is continuous for t  >  r ] .  Then we can use the result of 
[A2J. 
Lemma 3.1. There exist positive constants ^12, ^21? ^22 and C depending only 
on N and u such that 
< ri(x,i;^,7;) <C^i2(x-(,(-%/) 
C-^g2l(x - T?) < T 2 i x , t - , ^ , T ] )  < C g 2 2 ( x -  - T ] )  
for (x, t), ((, rj )  G x (0, 00) with t > t ], where gii{x ,  t) is the fundamental solution 
of Uf = 6iiAu (6ii > 0) for i = 1,2 and g2j(x,t) is the fundamental solution of 
Vt = 62jAv (ê2j > Oj for j = 1,2. 
{ 
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Now we can express the solution of the system (S l ) as follows; 
(3.1) 
'  u i x , t )  =  f  r i ( x , t ; $ , 0 ) u o ( $ ) d ^  
IR^ 
+ / / ri(x,t;$,77)uPi($,r?)d$rf77 
0 IRJV 
= / r2(x,t;^,0)vo(0<^^ 
+  f  f ' ^ 2 ( x , t ; ^ , r ) ) u P ^ ( ^ , T j ) d ^ d T j  
0 RJV 
3.2. Local Existence 
Theorem 3.2. (Local Existence Theorem) There exists a T = T(«o,uo) such that 
the system (S^) will have a local solution in L°° (R^ x [0, T]) 0 L°° (R^ x [0, T]). 
Proof. For the integral system (3.1), we define an operator $ such that 
_ / /ri(x,(;(,0)uo(()\ 
0 KN 
The fixed point of ^ is the unique solution of the integral system (3.1). We define 
Ej, III • III, Ft, Br as we did in Chapter 2. 
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For (u, v) ,  ( Û ,  v)  E  BRH PT  and U Q  =  ÙQ ,  V Q  =  V Q ,  
0 RN 
= sup < 
te[o,T] 
[ [ ( ri(x,<;(,?/)(u 
J  J  V r 2 ( x , < ; ^ , r / ) ( u  
77)-ÙP: ((,,/)) 
,7)) d^dr] 
r i ( x , t ; ^ , 7 ] ) ( v P ^ { ^ , 7 j )  -  v P ^ ( $ , r } ) ) d ^ d r ]  
0 !RN 







r2(x ,  t ;  7])  - dr] 
< sup I c\\ gu(x-i,t-ti) \v"(( ,7 ] )  
Va. 
dr)  
+ / ^  / 9-22{y^ - - r))\uP^{^,T]) - Ù''^{^,r})\d^ dr] 
< sup L /ll%;'"W-^'"Wlloo + c / 
tefo.T] J J 0 
t 
< C sup < 
te[o,T] 
jPi max(||z;(r/)||oo, ||û(77)||oo/' ^ ||4^) - ^{n)\\oodr] 
. 0 
t 
+  J P 2 M A X ( | | U ( R 7 ) | | O O , | | Ù ( / ; ) | | O O F  ^  \ \ U ( T ])  -  û(r]) \ \^dr]  
0 
< Cmax(piAf ' - \p2AP:- ' )T| | | (u  -ù ,v-  v)\ \ \ .  
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We have 
| | | * ( " ) - * ( ! ) | | | < C ( p , , l J 2 , J Î , C ) î ' | | | ( u , „ ) - ( i i , C ) | | | ,  
If T  is small enough that 0 < C { p i , p 2 i  R , C ) T  <  1, then ^ is a contraction mapping. 
There is then, a unique solution ( u , v )  as a fixed point in BR D  PT- Hence 
u  > 0, u > 0, ||«(Olloo < R, ||u(<)||oo < R ÏOT 0 < t < T. Therefore, (u,v) E 
L°° (R^ X [0, T]) © (R^ X [0, T]). • 
3.3. Global Nonexistence 
Theorem 3.3. If max{a, 0) > y, then all nontriviaJ solutions of the system (Sf,) 
are nonglobal. For any pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1, there are always nonglohal 
solutions for some initial values. 
Proof. We use the lower bounds of Fi and Fg. 
Let 6 = min(5ii,^i2,^2i><^22) > 0. From the system of Volterra integral equa­




= 55^i(<)C~^uo(x) + J S s ^ i i t  -  T ] ) C ~ \ P ' ( x , r ) ) d T }  
0 
/ r . N/2 ' / f \ 




v { x , t ) >  J  Ç i i i x - ^ , t ) C ~ ^ v o ( ^ ) d ^  +  J  J  9 2 i { ^ - ^ , t - T ] ) C ~ ' ^ u P ' { ^ , r i ) d ^ d T i  
0 IRJV 
t  
=  5 5 2 i ( i ) C " ^ u o ( x )  +  J  S s : , , { t - r ] ) C ~ ' ^ u P ^ { x , r j ) d r ]  
N / 2  N / 2  
/
/ I 
S i ( t - v ) l ^ ]  C - ' u P ^ ( x , r , ) d 7 ^ .  
\ ® 2 1 /  
0 
Let ( u , v )  solve 
/ , \ N/2 t / . \ Ar/2 
u ( x , t )  =  S s ( t )  ( ^ : ^ J  C  ^ u o ( x )  +  f  S ^ ( t  ~ r f )  C  ^ v P ' ( x , i j ) d r f  
v(x,t) = Sg(i) '  C  ^ ï ;o( x ) +  / % ( < - 7?) '  C  ^ u P ^ { x , r j ) d 7 ] .  
N / 2  
Now we define an operator ^ such that 
N / 2  \ 
/u\ [ 5«(() (sf^) c'u„(x) 
+ 
'5'6(< - ?/) (fiff) C  
Hence 
<)>-<:  
We define the sequences {(u„,u„)}^i, such that 
f C::;) = «(::) 
7 X  —  1 J  2 ,  . . .  •  
If (::) > (Ï;). than 
f^n-\ 
\ ^ n + l )  
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By the property of a contraction mapping on a Banach space, the iterative sequence 
with (ui,vi) = (0,0) converges to the unique fixed point (u,u) of ^ 
[Kr]. Hence 
(;;) - (:) and ^ ::) - {:) • in the norm as n ^ 00. 
In the same way, the iterative sequence with («i,) = (0,0) 
converges to the unique fixed point ( u ,  v )  of Hence 
and 
u. 
in the norm as n —»• 00. 
Choosing (ui,ui) = (ïii,) = (0,0), we have 
(:) ^  ©• 
Hence ( u , v )  is a subsolution for ( u , v ) .  
(f) — is equivalent to 
(S) 
r / , \N/2 
( x , t )  X (o,r) 
/  c  \  N / 2  
X € 
/ r \ N/2 
M(X,0) = C ^uo(x) 
/ r \ N/2 
v(x,0) = C ^uo(x) 
We replace x by y/^'x. in the system (S). Then we have a new system 
/ c \ N/2 
= AM+ C ^VP 
/ , \ N/2 
UT = AU+ C 
,pi 
-1„P2 
( x , o  6  X  ( o , r ) .  
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Define u, v such that 
where 
Then we have 
I I  =  Cj 
V = 
(3.2) 
Ç i =  C "  1+1 / V V 5 ( P i + i )  J  
P X P 2 - 1  
a = (cP'+i (g#r) 
> 1 
> 1. 
(S) U f  = Au + 
Vt = Av + (x,() € X (0,T) 
We studied the system (S) in Chapter 2. If max(Q!,/3) > N / 2 ,  then { u , y )  blows 
up in the finite time T — T(pi,p2,N,uo,yo). Hence the blow up time of (u,v) is also 
T. Since u > u, v > v, (u,v) blows up within T. Also there are always nonglobal 
solutions for some initial values in the system (S) under the condition a > 0 and 
/3 > 0 with the blow up time T = T(pi,p2, N,uo,yo). We can conclude that the 
solution (u,v) for the system (Si) blows up within T with some initial values. 
3.4. Global Existence 
Theorem 3.4. I f  max(a, /)) < N / 2 ,  t h e n  t h e r e  a r e  g l o b a l  n o n t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n s  i n  
the system (S/,) with suitable initial data. 
Proof. We use the upper bounds for Fj, Fg. Let S = niax((^ii, (^i2, ^21, ^ 22) > 0. 
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g x N / 2  
From the system of Volterra integral equation, we have 
" ( x , < ) <  J  ^ I2(x 
t  
J J f i 2 ( x  - - J7)Cv'"(^,77)(i$(i77 
0 RAf 
t  
= 55,2(t)Cuo(x) + J Ss^^{t - T])CvP^(x,r])dr] 
0 
—  I 7—  )  +  /  S g { t  — T ] )  ( - — 1 Cu^'(x 
\"12 / J \àl2 / 
0 
^(X, <  J  (722(X —  ( ,  
t  
+ J J g22(^ — î,t - r])CuP^(^,'q)d^d7] 
0 RW 
t  
=  S s , : , { t ) C v o ( x )  +  J  S s : , ^ { t - 7 ] ) e u ' " ' ( x , r ) ) d r )  
0 
-  ( F~ )  '^^o(x) + / Sj{t  - ^) ( 7— ) Cu^^(x, 
V®22 / J \022 / 
0 
Let (u, v) solve 
û ( x , 0  =  S j { t )  
7 \ ^/2 
C u o ( x )  
+ 
t  
j s ï { t - n )  
N / 2  
Cv''^(x,T ] ) d r j  
v { x ,  t )  —  S c { t )  
N / 2  
C v o { x )  
+ 
t  Ï  \  ^/2 
) ? ) ( % — )  C u P ^ { x , r ] ) d T ] .  
O22 
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Now we define an operator ^ such that 
» 0 =  
^si*) («Tj) ^^"o(x) 
(3^) Cvo{K) 
f  (  -  r ? )  ( ^ )  ^  C v P ^ { x , r ) )  
^  \  )  T  \ N / 2  \ d n -
0 \^6(*-v)[^) CuP'(x,77) 
Hence 
<)<-k: 
We define the sequence {(«», such that 
(î::)=<i) 
K (::) < 'hen 
( : : : ; ) = ( ! " : : ) •  
By the property of a contraction mapping on a Banach space, the iterative sequence 
with (ûi,ûi) = (0,0) converges to the unique fixed point (û,û) of 
Hence 
O - 0 and 1 —> ( 1 in the norm III • ||| as n -+ 00. 
Choosing (ui,ui) = = (0,0), we have 
u\  ^  /u '  
V /  ~  \ V ^  
Hence (u,u) is a supersolution for (tx,u). 
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(^) = <5 (") is equivalent to 
N/2 
(S) 
U i  — 
/  X  \ ^ / 2  
D ,  =  g A D + ( ^ j  C û P '  
/ ; \ yv/2 
(x,0)=^^j Cuo(x) 
/ , \ W/2 
^(x,0)=(^) Cuo(x) 
(x,<) € X (0,r) 
u  
X e 
We replace x by x in the system (S). Then we have a new system 
N / 2  
U t  =  Au + 
V t  =  A v  +  
D efine û, v such that 
^12 
^22 
C v P ^  
CûP^ 
Ù = Cï^û 
V  =  C 2 ^ V  
( x , ^ ) 6 R ^  x (0,r). 
where 
(3.3) 
C i  -  I  
f  C P l  \  ^ / 2 \  P 1 P 2 - 1  
I ' 
,5(P1+1) J < 1 
c, = ^c-<«+>) N / 2 \  P 1 P 2 - 1  < 1. 
Then we have 
(S) 
•U( = Aù + 
ût = AO + (x,() eR^ x(o,r). 
We know from the result of Chapter 2 that if max(a , /3)  <  N/2 ,  then there 
are global nontrivial solutions (û,ù) with suitable initial data ûo(x), ûo(x). Hence 
(û,v) is also a global nontrivial solution. Since u < û, and v <v, (u^v) is a global 
nontrivial solution. • 
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4. GLOBAL EXISTENCE — GLOBAL 
NONEXISTENCE OF SYSTEMS (SJ AND (S^) 
4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we consider nonnegative solutions of the initial value problem for 
the system (Su)'-
u(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
f(x,0) = uo(x) > 0 
uo,vo 
where 5i,52 >0 , pi,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1 and T < oo (the length of the existence 
interval). 
L i  ( i  =  1,2) stands for the second order elliptic operator such that 
N 
I  L i U z =  g f -  ( ° V ( * ) % " )  
^2^ = Z a#-i , j = i  ^ ' 
We have the same assumptions about coefficients a,j, bij as in Chapter 3. 
First we consider the case of = L2 = A in the system (Sit)- Then the system 
{Sit) becomes the system (St) such that 
s X ( " . n  
Then the solution { u , v )  of the system (St) can be represented by the system of 
Volterra integral equations: 
t  
u { x , t )  =  S ( t ) u o { x )  +  J  S { t -
(4.1) 0 
t  
v ( x , t )  =  S ( t ) v o i x )  +  f  S ( t -  r ] ) r ] ^ ^ u P ^ ( x , r } ) d T ]  
0 
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4.2. Local Existence of System (Sf) 
Theorem 4.1. (Local Existence Theorem) 
There exists a T = T {UQ ,VQ ) such that the system (St) will have a local solution 
in L°° (R^ X [0, T]) 0 (R^ x [0, T]). 
Proof. For the integral system (4.1), we define an operator ^ such that 
0 
Clearly, the fixed point of ^ is the unique solution of the integral system (4.1). For 
arbitrary T > 0, we define a set Er such that 
ET s {(%i, %,) : [0, T] 0 u)||| < oo) 
where 
|||(u,u)|||= sup {||u(<)||oo + lk(()||oo}. 
<e[o,T] 
Then Ej- is a Banach space and Pr = {(u,u) E Er'- > 0, u > 0} is a closed 
subset of Eq-. 
Let BR = {(",y) E ET . |||(u,y)l|| < i2}. For (u ,v) , (û ,v)  G BRDPT and 
"UQ — 1^0 ) ^0 — ^01 
so 
=  f  (  S { t - r ^ ) r } ' ' v P ^ { x , r ] ) - S { t - r ^ ) r i ' ^ v P ^ { - x , r ] ) \  
' "  \ v )  \ î 5 / ' "  J  \ S { t  —  T } ) r i ^ ^ u P ^ { x , T ] )  —  s i t  —  T ] ) r ) ^ ^ v , P ^ { x , r ] )  J  
li f?'' S ( t  -  r j )  (uP: (x, 77) - v P '  ( x ,  r j ) )  - in) (uP:(x, 7?) - ùf"(x, //)) dr) 
sup \  II I  v ' " S ( t - r ] ) ( v P ' ( r ] ) - v P ' ( r ) ) ) d T j  
<e[o.T] . ^ 
t  
+ II J v'"S(t-r]){uP^{T])-ûP''(r]))drj 
0 
< sup {  T ) ^ ' \ \ S ( t - r ] ) { v P ' { T ] ) - v P ' { r i ) ) \ \ < x > d 7 ]  
t e [ o , T ]  
Next we use the fact; 
t 
+  J  V ' ' ^ \ \ S ( t - T ) ) { u P ^ ( T l )  - Ù P ' ( T j ) ) \ \ ^ d l J  
||5(t-77)u;(77)||oo < ||w(77)||, 
. 
for any measurable function tw. Hence 




J  T j ' " \ \ v P ' ( T ] ) - v P ' ( T ] ) \ \ o o d T ]  +  J  - ù ' " ' i r ] ) \ \ o o d r }  
, 0 0 
< sup ^ I r]''^pima.x(\\v(T ])\\^,\\v(T])\\^Y' ^ \\V(T)) - v(ri)\\OODT] 
t6[o,r] 
t 
+ J '7"P2 max(||î^(^)||oo,||û(?7)||oo)'"~Ml"(^)-w(>7)||oo<^r7 
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< sup < piJZP' ^ / V ^ ' \ \ v { t } ) - v { T ])\\oodr] + P 2 R ^^ ^ / r ] ' ' ' \ \ u { T ] )  - û(T])\\oodr] 
,e[o.T] ( y y 
< max ,P2R''^~^) • 
t  
J (*7" ll^(^) - ^(^)l|oo + z;" ||«(/7) - ^(^)||oo) dr] 
0 
/7-S1+1 7-S2+1 \ 
< max(p.JJ'"-,p.iî«- ) (^— + —j 
• sup 
t6[o,r] 






/ q - S i + l  j - s 2 + l \  
< C ( p . . p „ J î ) ( — + — j  
If T > 0 is small enough that 0 < C(pi,p2,R) ^ j < 1, then ^ is 
contraction mapping. 
There is then, a unique solution { u , v )  as a fixed point of $ in BR fl PR- Hence 
u > 0, u > 0, |lu(t)||oo < R, lb(<)l|oo < i? for 0 < t < T. Therefore, (it,u) E 
L°° (R^ X [0,T]) 0(E^ X [0,T]). • 
4.3. Global Nonexistence of System (Sj) 
Lemma 4.2. L e t  { u , v )  b e  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  ( S t ) .  A s  l o n g  a s  u  a n d  v  
a r e  b o u n d e d  i n  x  [ 0 , T )  w h e r e  0  <  T  <  0 0 ,  t h e r e  e x i s t  c o n s t a n t s  C i  a n d  C 2 ,  
depending on p\, P2, -Si and 62 (but not UQ, VQ, nor T) such that 
{ 3 2  +  l ) p i  +  3 l + l  
t  PIP2-1 ||6'(^)wo||oo < Ci < 00 
(^l + l)P2 + ^ 2+l 
t  PIP2-1 ||5(<)uo||oo < C2 < 00 
for any t E [0, T). 
Proof. We follow the proof of [EH]. We may assume that UQ ^  0. 
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By Jensen's inequality, 
Then 
t  
"(x,<)> J S{t - Ti){r]^^v'"{x,7]))dT] 
0 
t  
= J rj^'-S{t — ri)v^'^{x,ri)dT] 
0 
t  
> J V^'S{t-r]){S{r})vo(x)Y'dr] 
0 
t  
> J iS(t - r])S{Ti)vo(x)y^ dr] 
0 
t  J ri'' iS{t)vo{x))'" drj 
0 
^31 + 1 
(ai + 1) 
I  










N{ ^ l + l ) p i + S 2  
^ (3, + !)» 
+1)P2 + J2 + 1 
((-Si + 1)P2 + {S2 + 1)) (si + 1)P2 ('^(^)^o(x)y^^ 
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where 
1 f  1  y  
" (., + i ) P 2 + ( 3 , +1) ' ' ®' = i(îrTî)j • 
Hence 
u { x , t )  
t  
>  j  S { t  -  r ] ) { r ] ^ ' v ' " { x , r i ) ) d r j  
0 
t  
=  J  r f ^ ' S { t  -  r ] ) { v P ' { x , T ] ) ) d T ]  
0 
t  f  /  ^ ( 5 l + l ) P 2 + a 2  +  l  \  




^3lH-(si+l)piP2+(«2 + l)Pl 2 
0 
/
„S1+(S1+I)pip2+('S2 + I)pi 2 
^(a, + l)(l+pip2)+(32 + l)pi ( S ( t ) v o ( x ) ) ' ' ' ^ ^  
((^1 + 1)(1 + P1P2) + (^2 + l)Pl ) ((-Si + 1)P2 + -52 + 1)^^ (^1 + 1)P»P2 
Therefore, 
v ( x , t )  
t  
>  J  S { t - T } ) { r ] ' ^ u P ^ { x , r j ) ) d 7 ]  
/ J^('SI+1)(1+PIP2) + ('92+1)P1 
0 
t  
> J  -77) ^ \ P I  ((•Si + 1)P2 + (&2 + 1)) 
((^1 + 1)(1 + P1P2) + (•S2 + l)pi) (•Si + l)Pi^'2 
> ^202^2 (5(<)uo(x))'''''' + 
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where 
((•Si + 1)P2 + -''2 + ((^i + l)p2 + 52 + 1) (1 + P 1 P 2 )  
( ( 5 l  +  l ) p 2  +  S 2  +  l ) p i  + S i  +  l j  
® ^ = ( ( . ,  + W )  •  
Iterating the previous procedures, it follows that, for any integer k  >  2 ,  
/ 2 \(PlP2) 
jOi + 1)P2 +52 + 1)(1 +P1P2 + 'ripmY)) 
k - 2  
= n  
t — 1 — r 
_ .((-^l + 1)P2 + 52 + 1) (1 + P1P2 + • • • + {P\P2Y)P\ + 5i + 1 
Let V = p\p2 > 1. 
k — l • -D*:- l-r 
((Sl + l)P2+S2 + l)y n\^J.r+l_l 
= ( ! ^ TT 
I ( ( .Ci-, 4-1 -4- Qo 4- 1 ^ / A J. 
B  - (  '  P - 1  
V((Sl + l)p2+i2 + l)(Pl+l)/ -1. 
u(x,<) > (51 + l)p2 +52 + 1/ \Pl + 1 




< ((51 + l)p2 +52 + 1)0"^^) Vi'{T-l) (1 +pi)?r V^T-l) 
V'- 1 1 ?*-! 
/k-1 / -p_1 . + 
• ( n (pSn-n) ) w + d'/'-koii^ 
Since ||u(i)||oo < oo for any t  G [0, T), letting k  o o  
( 3 ] ,  +  l ) p 2  +  S 2  +  l  
t  P I P 2 - 1  ||5(<)uo||oo < Cz < oo 
for some constant Cg that depends only on pi, p2> -si and sg. 
In the same way, we have 
(32 + 1)P1+81+1 
t pip^-1 ||5(<)"o||oo < Ci < oo <e[o , r )  
for some constant Cj that depends only on pi, p2, and 52- O 
Lemma 4.3. L e t  { u , v )  b e  a  g l o b a l  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  (St). Then there exist 
positive constants Ci, C2, depending only on pi,p2, si and $2, such that 
( S 2  +  I ) p i + S l + 1  
t P1P2-1 ||5(0u(<)||oo < Ci < 00 
(„H.ll„,+..+l «6(0,00). 
t PlV2-\ ||5(0v(0l|oO < C2 < 00. 
Proof. For any r > 0 fixed, and t > 0, 
t 
U { T  +  t )  =  S { t ) u { T )  +  / ( R  + R ])^^S(t -  (r + R ] ) D T )  
0 
t 
V ( T  + <) = S { t ) v ( T )  + /(r + T ] Y ^ S { t  —  + r} ) d 'q. 
0 
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Since 5i > 0, we have (r + > 7;^' and 
(r + i) = S(t)u{ T )  + ^(r + riY^ S{t - + ri)dr] 
0 
t 
> J 7]^^S(t - r})v''^(T + r])dT] 
0 
t 
~ I di] 
0 
t 
~ J '^ 1 
(S(t)«(r))" . 
0 
^ S i  +  l  
S i  + 1  
Since 33 > 0, we have (r + riY^ > and 
I 
V ( T  + t) = S(i)v( T )  +  J { T  + R J Y ^S{t - r])uP'^{T + r))dr] 
0 
t 
J + r])dr] > 
0 




^(•'l+l)P2 + 'S2 
0 
= A l B l V l  ( S ( t ) v ( T ) f ' P '  ^('l+l)P2+,2 + l 
From here, we can follow the proof of Lemma 4.2. We can replace U Q , V Q  in 
Lemma 4.2 by 1/(7), V{T). Setting t = T, the conclusion follows. • 
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Theorem 4.4. If max (^ i + i )p2+..+A  > ^  aj] nontrivial so-\  P 1 P 2  —  1  P1P2—1 / — ^  '  
lutions of the system (St) are nonglobal. 
Proof. Suppose 
f (-32 + l)pi + Si + 1 (si + l)p2 + ^ 2 4- 1\ (si + l)p2 + 52 + 1 Ill&X I ) I — , 
\  P 1 P 2  - 1  P 1 P 2  - 1  )  P 1 P 2  - 1  
By following the proof of [EH], we may assume that t;o(x) > Cexp (—A|x|^) for 
some C > 0 and ^ > 0. 
u(x,<) > 5'(<)uo(x) > C5'(i)exp (-yl|xp) 
t J S{t -  î])7f^vP^(x,7])dr] 
0 
> C P ' { l + 4 A p i t ) - ^ e x p ^  
then 
1 + 4Aiy Si + 1 • 
Then 
I 
y(x,0> J  S(t -rj)r]'''uP^{x,r])dri 
0  
> C(PI,P2,5I,S2,A^,^)(1 + ^1 exp 
Hence 
5(0v(x,0 > C(pi,p2,5i,S2,iV,A)(l + 4At)~"-'^/^In ^ 5(t)exp 
• exp 
+ 4At 
-iv/2 1 + 4AA / 1 + 4A< \ 
2 / \ 1 + 4(piP2 + l)Ai^ 
PiP2A|X|2 
1 +4(piP2 + I)At J ' 
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When X = 0, we have 
S(t)v(0,t) > C (pi,P2,si,S2,J V ,A )(1 -\-4At) 
/ I  + 4 A t \  /  l + AAt 
V  2  )  \ l + 4 { p i p 2  +  l ) A t )  
Since > y, as long as v { t )  is bounded for t  € [0,r), 
(ai + l)P2 + ^ 2 + l 
{ l + A A t )  P 1 P 2 - 1  S { t ) v { Q , t )  
If r = oo, by Lemma 4.3, 
(j)l + l)P2 + a2 + l 
{l + AAt) P1P2-1 5(I)U(0,I) < C2 < OO. 
By letting t —> 00, we have a contradiction. Hence 0 < T < 00. • 
4.4. Global Existence of System (S() 
Theorem 4.5. Jfmax < ^ , then a global nontrivied 
solution of the system (St) exists. 
Proof. We use the "hot spot" change of independent variables in the system (Sf). 
r y = xe'/^ X e 
[ 5 = e' — 1 t >0 
together with the change of dependent variables; 
(  U { x , t )  =  e ° ' ' u ( y , a )  
I  V { x , t )  =  e ^ ' v ( y , 5 )  
where cv = ^ = (',+i)p,+,2+i 
P1P2 —1 ' f 1P2—1 
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In the new (x,<) variables, the initial value problem for the system (Sf) becomes 
C/(x,0) = i7o(x)>0 
F(x,0) = Fo(x)>0 x€K . 
We look for a global supersolution of the form 
The inequalities 
Û t > A Ï Ï + ^ - W + a Û + { l - j r y '  V '  
> AF + f • VF+ /3F + (1 - i)'' W' 
are equivalent with the inequalities 
r (Ç _ a - m) > (1 -
(4.2) I 
L ^ _ M) > (1 -
Since 5i > 0, 52 > 0, 
e* 
Under our assumptions of m a x ( a , / 3 )  <  y, if we choose positive small numbers 
m,n,£:i,£2 > 0 such that Pi > -^ > ^ and 
— - max(a, /?) - max(m, n )  >  max I 1 , 
^  \ S i  £ 2  /  
then the inequalities (4.2) are satisfied and Theorem 4.5 is proved. • 
Next we consider the system (Sit)- We can express the solution of the system 
(Su) as follows: 
(4.3) 
u { x , t ) =  f  r i ( x , t - , $ , 0 ) u o ( ^ ) d $  +  f  f  r i ( x , t ; ^ , T ) ) T ) ' ' ' v P ' ( $ , r ) ) d $ d r j  
RJV 0 RN 
v ( x , t ) =  f  r 2 ( x , t ; ( , 0 ) v o ( ^ ) d $  +  f  f  r 2 ( x , t ; ^ , T } ) T j ^ ^ u P ^ ( C r ) ) d $ d T j .  
0 RJV 
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4.5. Local Existence of System (S^t) 
Theorem 4.6. (Local Existence Theorem) 
There exists aT = T(uo,vo) such that the system (Su) w-j'ii have a local solution 
in L°° (R^ X [0,T]) (R^ X [0,T]). 
Proof. For the integral system (4.3), we define an operator ^ such that 
oM - / /^ri(x,<;(,0)uo(()\ 
+ 
0 RAf 
The fixed point of ^ is the unique solution of the integral system (4.3). For 
(U, v), (Û, v) E BRD Pr and Uq  = Ùq ,  vq  = Vq ,  
V/ \v 
t 
= 111 / / / ri(x, (, ,7)7;'^ (uf" ((, T/) - ûf : ((, 7;)) \ 
1 1 1 7  J  \ r 2 ( x , ( , 7 / ) ? / ' :  7 ; )  -  Û P Z ( ( , , ; ) )  /  
0 RN 
< sup I fc [ - tt - •n)r]''y{^,T]) - vP'{^,r])\d^ 
te[o,T] J J 0 ®N 
d r j  
+  /  c | |  / g22(x -
0 RW ° °  J  
< sup < 
«6[o,r] C J r]^'\\vP'{ri) - vP'{r])\\^dri+ C j r]^''\\uP''(r)) - uP^{r))\\^dT] 
0 0 
/ q - s i + l  7-S2+I \ 
<Cmax(piEP'-\p2EP-') —— + —— 
V^i + 1 52 + 1/ 
[ u  — U,V — V )  
If T > 0 is small enough, then is a contraction mapping. There is, then, a 
unique solution (u,v) as a fixed point of ^ in BR D PT- Hence u > 0, f > 0, 
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imoiloo < R, ||v(<)lloo < RÎOT 0 <t <T. Therefore (u,v) 6 X°° (R" x [0,T]) © 
L°° x[0,T]). •  
4.6. Global Nonexistence of System (S^f) 
Theorem 4.7. If max then aU nontrivial so­
lution of the system (Sit) are nonglobal. 
Proof. We use the lower bounds of Fj and F2 in Lemma 3.1. The proof for this 
theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Let {u,v) be a subsolution for {u,v) such that 
{ u(x,t) < u{x,t) v{x,t) < v{x,t) 
where 
(&) 
f / x \ 
Mf = ^ Au+(^) C-H^'vP' 
; (x,()eR^x(o,r) 
^ Ht = C 
/ . \ N/2 
«(x,0) = (3^) C ^uo(x) 
X e ,7V 
/ . \ N/2 
E(x,0) = C ^i;o(x) 
Define u, v such that 
v = Q.2 V.-•2"^  
where Cj, C_2 are defined by (3.2). Then we have 
(!') {iZZllZn (x.')S«"x(O.T). 
We know from Theorem 4.4 that if max (( a i + i ) p z + a 2 + i \  >  ^  
V P1P2-1  '  P1P2-1  /  — 2  '  
then all nontrivial solutions of the system (St) with any initial date uo(x) > 0 
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and VQ{X.) > 0 are nonglobal. So all nontrivial solutions of the system ( S i t )  are 
nonglobal. • 
Remark:. The argument of [EH] does not go over very well in cones and not at all 
for exterior domains. However, it does work if min(pi, p2 ) < 1 and max(pi, pg ) > 1-
The arguments of Chapter 2 do work here also in cones and exterior domains except 
in the critical case. 
4.7. Global Existence of System (S^t) 
Theorem 4.8. 7f max then there are globed 
nontrivial solutions in the system (Su) v/ith suitable initial data. 
Proof. We use the upper bounds for Fi, F2 in Lemma 3.1. The proof for this 
theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4. Let {û,v) be a supersolution for 
the system (S^t) such that 
u { x , t )  <  u { x , t )  
u ( x , < )  <  v { x , t )  
where 
Define U, v such that 
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where Ci, C2 are defined by (3.3). Then the system (St) can be transformed into 
the system (St) such that 
I" C::":,": 
We know from Theorem 4.5 that if max /iil±llPl±£l±l lii±il£l±£2±i'\ <; K 
V P1P2-1 ' P1P2-1 / 2 ' 
then there is a global nontrivial solution (û, û) with suitable initial data ùo(x) > 0 
and ûo(x) > 0. Hence (û,û) is a global supersolution of the system (Sz,t)- This 
makes (u,v) a global nontrivial solution. • 
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5. THE OPEN PROBLEM: SYSTEM ( S k e )  
5.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we consider nonnegative solutions of the initial value problem for 
t h e  s y s t e m  ( S k i ) :  
{::  : ;; ;  ^
u(x,0) = uo(x) >0 
v(x,0) = vo(x) > 0 
where 
l < k , £ < N  with m i n ( k , £ )  <  N ,  
P i , P 2  > 1 with P1P2 > 1 and 
T  <  0 0  (the length of the existence interval). 
This system has a "fuzzy" area in the a — /3 plane where we have not been able to 
prove the existence of a global solution. 
5.2. Local Existence 
The solutions of the initial value problem of the system (S&f) can be represented 
by the system of Volterra integral equations: 
t 
u ( x , t )  =  i , ) { t ) u o i x )  +  ; » ) ( <  -  7 7 X 7 7  
(5.1) 
v ( x , t )  = %,...,;f)(()uo(x) + /%! ,,)(< - r i ) u P ^ { x , r } ) d r i  
0 
where 
% i.)(<)«'(x) = (47r()-*/^ f e  ^'4; 
G and the m-th component of ,^) is if m G (ii,... ,û), the 
m-th component of ((«i,..,«*) is if m ^ - ,%&)-
In the same way, we define '$'(j\,...j<)(()w(x). 
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Theorem 5.1. (Local Existence Theorem) 
There exists T = T{uo, vq) such that the system (S&f) will have a local solution 
m 1°° X [0,T]) 01°= X [0,T]). 
Proof. We define an operator ^ such that 
q,(A S'a, ù)(0"o(x)\ /• /5(.-, ,*)(<-
W  v ) ( & o ( x ) /  J  V  
0 
The fixed point of ^ is the unique solution of the integral system (5.1). 
For (u, v), { ù , v )  G BR  n PT  and uq = ùo, V O  = V Q , 
f f '5'(i^,...,i,)(t-/7)(i;Pi(x,r/)-ÙP'(x,7/))\ 
J  -  ^)(w^'(x,T?) -  û P : ( x , T 7 ) ) y  
0 
< sup I  [  - 7 ] ) { v P ' { r ] ) - v P ' { r ] ) ) \ \ L ^ d r )  
t e [ o , T ]  
< sup I / \y'{r]) - vP'{r))\\i<^dT] + f llu'"(?7) -
.e[o,T] [J J j 
< max(pi - ù,i; - û)|||. 
If T is small enough, then ^ is a contraction mapping. There is, then, a unique 
solution (u,v) as a fixed point of in Br PI Pr • 
Hence u > 0, u > 0, ||u(i)||oo < -R, ||w(<)||oo < i2 for 0 < i < T. Therefore 
(u, 1,) e (R^ X [0, T]) 0 (R^ X [0, T]). O 
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5.3. Global Nonexistence 
We define for x € and all A > 0, 
N  
^ ( W )  =  I  A / ^ j  «  
F ( t )  =  f  u ( x , t ) < ^ ( l x l ) d x  
G(t)= / u(x,<)<?i(|x|)dx. 
As long as the nonnegative solution (u,u) exists in L°°{R^) for each 
i > 0, by Jensen's inequality, 
Theorem 5.2. I f  m a x ( a , j 3 )  >  N / 2 ,  t h e n  a l l  n o n t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n s  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  
(Stf) are nonglobal. For any p\,p2 > 1 with pip2 > 1, there are always nonglobal 
solutions for some initial values. 
Proof. Using the argument of Lemma 2.3, we can see that nonnegative solutions of 
this system of inequalities are bounded below, as long as they exist, by nonnegative 
solutions of the system of ordinary differential equations: 
{ /'(') = - WC)+ »"(<) g ' { t )  =  - i X g ( t )  + f " ( t )  
if F ( 0 )  >  m ,  G(0) > 9(0). 
We define the region in the first quadrant of the phase plane for the above 
system of ordinary differential equations by 
«« = {(/,S) 1/ > 0. 9 > 0 and {exr'f" > g >  ((M)/)""'}; 
is thus an invariant set for the flow. 
If { F { - ) ,  G ( - ) )  6  then both F ( - )  and G ( - )  blow up in finite time. 
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From this observation, we conchide that nonglobal solutions always exist since 
the condition 
(a)-^F'"(0) > G(0) > 
can always be satisfied. 
G(0) > (k\F(0)y^^^ is equivalent to 
and (^A) ^^(0) > G(0) is equivalent to 
Because we are only considering large data, we see if min(pi ,^2) > 1 and we take 
UQ = VO sufficiently large, we can satisfy both inequality for any fixed A > 0. If 
min(pi,p2) = 1, say pi = 1, then we first choose A so small that the first inequality 
is satisfied and then, for fixed A, î/q = uo so large that the second also holds. 
This establishes the claim of the second statement of the theorem. 
In order to establish the remaining claim of the theorem, we assume first 
max(a,p) = a > —. 
Moreover, if (f(t, X),g{t, A)) solves the sytem of ordinary differential equations, then 
(/((, A), A)) = (A°'/(Af, 1), A^g(A(, 1)) . 
The saddle point P\ thus becomes 
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There is a unique separatrix starting on the positive /-axis at the point = 
(a(A), 0) and terminating at From here, we can follow the argument of Chapter 
2 concluding that 0 < a(A) < oo and (u,u) will be nonglobal if F(0) > a(l)A°'. 
In other words, (u, v) will be nonglobal if 
This is always possible if A is sufficiently small. 
If, on the other hand, max(cv,/?) = /) > N / 2 ,  then we argue as above with the 
separatrix starting on the positive g-axis at Bx = (0, 6(A)) and terminating at the 
point Px. • 
5.4. Global Existence 
Theorem 5.3. If a < ^ and ^ < |, then there exists a global nontrivial solution 
of the system (Skt). 
Proof. We use the "hot spot" change of independent variables in the system (Sfc^): 
In the new (x, t) variables, the initial value problem for the system (Stf) becomes 
y = xe'/-' X € I t 
5  =  e '  —  1  i > 0  
 
together with the change of dependent variables: 
(5.3) I 
Ut — Uxi^xii + • • • + Uxii^xii^ + f • + all + 
Ft = + • • • + + .^VV + /3V + U''^  
( x , t )  e R ^  X  (0,T) 
C/(x,0) = Uoix) > 0 
F ( x , 0 )  =  F o ( x ) > 0  xG R^. 
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If we show a global supersolution (Î7, V") such that 
I Û,>u.,,.,,+••• + V.,^+ I. VC7 + aj; + F" 1 F ,  >  F , , , , , ,+ • • •  +F , ,+ f  • vv  +  ,3F  + I f "  
£(x,0) > l7o(x) 
nx.O)> Vo(x), 
then by the comparison principle, we have 
i7(x,t) > Î7(x,i) 
V ( x , t )  >  V { x , t ) .  
We try to use 
+ (x.t)S««><l0.oc). 
V ( x , t )  =  6 ( <  +  < o ) ~ ^ e -  4  
If we substitute these U, V in the inequalities (5.4), then we obtain 
((I - «) *0 - a) a>V^ 
( ( I — /3) <0 — /3) 6 > aP'^ . 
Hence if a < | and to is large enough, then 
(5.5) I 
~ — ctj îq — û; > 0 and — 0\ ta — /3 > 0. 
Then we can find the positive numbers a > 0, 6 > 0 satisfying (5.5). 
If we choose (i7o(x), Vo(x)) such that 
at-°'e-^ > Uoix) > 0 
bt'^e-^ > Vo(x) > 0, 
then the inequalities 
Ï Ï { x , 0 ) > U o i x )  
y(x,o) > v;,(x) 
can be satisfied. By the comparison principle, there exists a global nontrivial solu­
tion (U,V). Therefore, there exists a global nontrival solution (u,v) of the system 
(St<). • 
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Here is another way to construct a supersolution without using "hot spot" change. 
Let ^ 
Then we have 
|2 
t — r-rre ^v+^oT 
2(< + ^o) (47r(i + <o)) 
|X|2 
and 
-I Q 4(t+to) 
4(t + to)^ (47r(t + io)) 
xf ,• Ixl" 
H TT^e '•c+'o) for 1 < m < A:. 
4(< + <o)^ (47r(t + io)) 
Hence we obtain 
(5.6) Wk,t > W^fc.ini H h W^ik.ùù-
In the same way, 
(5-7) Wt^t > ^ t,hh + • • • + Wejtjt. 
Let (û( x ,t),v{ x ,t)) be a supersolution for the system (Sfc<). We define 
{: û(x,<) = 0i{t)Wkix,t) vix,t) = /32(t)We{x,t). 
We need 
r  û t  >  û i i i j  +  • • •  +  i t û i f c  +  V ' "  
\  û (  >  + - - -  +  V j i ù  
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Then 
+ - " + + ,gr Ty;'. 






In the same way 
(5.9) 
1 
(47r(< + (o))^('^'"''^ 
( P l  - l ) l t l ^  g 4(T+7O1 
A(^) — 
(47r(( + <o))^('^'"*^' 
^\\t) 
We assume /32(0) = 0 and let 
( 
A(() = y 




V (47r(T; + <o))^(*''-')/ (47r(( + ^ o))^^''"-'') 
For the global condition of P i { t )  (hence 0 2 ( i )  is also global), we need 
oo / t \ P' 
cb] \ dt 
< oo. 
i  \ {  +  k ) ) ' " " ' "  J  (4,r(( + („))i<'"-'> 
This is true if and only i {  ( p i , p 2 )  €  A  U  B  where 
A = { ( P u P 2 ) ;  ^ ( k p 2  - ^) > 1 and ^(£pi - k) > 1} 
B = {(pi.pz); \ { k p 2  -^) < 1 and pi - A + hip^ - k) > 
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Another way to solve (5.8) and (5.9) is 
For the global condition of ^2{t) (hence /?i(t) is also global), we need 
oa / t \ P2 
/ v/ + (47r(r, + (o))i<'"-" 
This is true if and only if (pi, p2 ) E C U D where 
C = {(pnpz) ; ^(^Pi — A:) > 1 and -(&p2 ~ ^) > 1} 
= {(Pi,P2) ; ^(^Pi — ^) < 1 and p2 ^ 2 — — ^) > 
Hence P\{i) and ^2(^) are global if (pi,p2) Ç. A\J B \J C \J D. 
We can prove that 
4UBUCU£.=  | (p . .p . ) :  <  I  and <  5 }  
as follows: 
Define 
Ex =  | (p i ,p2) :  ^ (^P i  -  A:)  >  l |  
E2 = |(P1,P2): ^(&P2 -  ^) > l | 
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Then 
A = E\ r\ E2 
B  =  F k ^ E ' <  
C = E\ r\ E2 — A 
D  =  F t n  E l  
We need to show AUJ3UCUD = FkDFt. Since A = C, we may show A \ J B U D  =  
Fk n Ft. We use the following Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 5.4. 
(i) n ^2 c Ffc n Ft 
(ii-a) Fk n E  ^ <Z Ft n Ex 
(ii-b) Ft n El (lFkf\E2. 
Proof. 
(i) If {pi,p2) E Eld E2, then — &) — 1 > 0 and \{kp2 — — 1 > 0. Since 
Pi > 1 and P2 > 1) we have 
P2 ( ~ 1 — £) — 1 > 0. 
Hence (pi,p2) € ft D Ft. 
(ii-a) If (pi,p2) € Fife n £^2> then 
P1P2 — 1 2 2p2 
P i + l   ^ k  ^ 2 -\- i 7 < % 5 -=— 
Hence 
(pi 4- 1)P2 _ 2 _ P2 + 1 ^ ^ 
P1P2 - 1 P1P2 - 1 2 
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i.e., (pi,P2) E Ft. Again if (pup2) € Fk D Eg, then 
- 1 > Pi — -(/;p2 — > 0. 
Hence 
^(£pi -k) > 1 
i.e., (pi,p2) 6 El. Consequently, if (pi,Pa) € then (pnpz) € 
(ii-b) By symmetry, if (pi,p2) € (1 Ef, then (pi,p2) E Ft fl • 
Now we are ready to prove our claim. 
Since r2 = (£j n E2) u (El n E|) u (E[ n E2) u (Ef n E|), 
F k n F e  =  { F k  n F e D  (Ei n Eg)) U (F* nJ^n (El n E|)) 
u (Et n Ef n (E[ n Eg)) u {Fk n E^ n (E^ n E|)). 
By (i) of Lemma 5.4, 
Efc n Ee n (El n E2) = El n E2 = ^. 
By (ii-a) of Lemma 5.4, 
E/t D Ef n (El n Eg) = Fk n E2 = B. 
By (ii-b) of Lemma 5.4, 
Efc n Ef n (E? n Eg) = E<n E^ = D. 
By (ii-a) of Lemma 5.4, 
Et n E/ n (E= nE^) = (E< n E^ n (E^ n E^) c (E/ n Ef) n (E< n Ei) = 0. 
Hence Efc Pi Ef H (E[ fl Eg) = 0. We obtain 
Efc n Ef = A U B U -D. 
So if cv < I and /? < |, then {û,v) is a global supersolution of the system (Sjtf). 
Therefore, there exists a global nontrivial solution {u,v) of the system (S^f). 
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The Open Problem 
We could not determine whether there exists a global solution in the region 
/ N 
T = {(a, /5) : a > 0 and ^ > 0} \ f {(a, /)) : max(a:, /3) > —} 
U {(a,^): 0 < a < ^ and 0 < /3 < . 
We call this region T "fuzzy". 
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6. GENERAL SUMMARY 
In this thesis, we studied the global existence and global nonexistence of more 
general cases of a weakly coupled system of Fujita type reaction-diffusion equations. 
More general cases were constructed step by step. In Chapter 2, we solved the 
system (Sg), using the linear stability theory by Henry to show global existence as 
well as using the supersolution method. In Chapter 3, we considered a more general 
case concerning the diffusion term. In Chapter 4, we considered a more general 
concerning the reaction term. In Chapter 5, we discussed the an open problem. 
Results were proved for regions of global nonexistence and global existence, but 
there remains a "fuzzy" area where global existence is not known. 
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